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STATE OF THE COLLEGE

Forum tackles tough campus issues

President speaks
about greening
College, drinking
By EUSABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

A student sips a drink in Cotter Union V Marche.se Blue Lig ht Pub.

Student drinking
habits draw concern
Administration
to begin dia logue
on alcohol abuse

simply being required to sit through
lectures on responsible alcohol use .
incoming first-years engaged in discussions with upperclassmen on what
to expect from the social scene and
drinking climate on campus According to Drescher. the goal of this proBY ALEXANDER RICHARDS
gram was to "give first-years a
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
realistic perspective of what drinking
In recent months, discourse on stuis like [at the College] so that they
dent life hasfocused
y
on
drinkprimaril
don 't go into the drinking scene toing behavior on campus Tins topic has tally blind. " In the end , Drescher
becomeso entrenched in campus dis- hopes that "that leads to risk reduccussions that many have come to know
tion and just better jud gment."
it simply as "the alcohol issue " Tins is
In the coming months . Drescher
p a r tone of af o u r - p aseries
rt
designed will continue to work with discussion
to address reactions and responses by
leaders and administrators to further
the administration, faculty, students and hone the program for next year.
the Waterville communityto this issue.
At the State of the College address.
Following last year 's Champagne {see article page right) President
Steps celebration, which resulted in al- Adams highlig hted the second p haseof
most two dozen students requiring administrative efforts to address the almedieal attention for alcohol-related cohol issue. "We have two very signifsickness and injuries , the Board of icant groups, now task forces, assigned
Trustees voted to
and ready to get up
and work on two isterminate the celebration. The decisues related to the
sion was then
role of alcohol in
announced in an of student life." Specifllcial e-mail sent out
icall y, one will focus
by President of the
on how to bring the
College William D.
"exercise and event
Adams. (See article
Jof the Champagne
in our Sept 10 issue
Steps] to a close,"
while the other is
of the Echo./
Tins move has
"devoted more genbeen view ed by
erally to the problem
many students as
of abusive drinking
the first response by
and the role of alcothe administration
hol m student social
to address abusive
life." While the diWilliam D. Adams rective of this group
drinking on campus.
President of the College
However, adminisis admittedl y broad .
trative invoh ement
it is slated to evaluin addressing the alate the alcohol polcohol issue is far from a recent initiaicy w ilh student input, and address any
tive on campus. Throughout the issues that might require a change in of2007-2008 academic year, the College
ficial policy.
Affairs Committee and Alcohol WorkThe formation of these groups—each
ing Group acted to address Student al- comprising a combination faculty, adcohol behavior following a consistent ministrators, local citizens and students
series of alcohol-related injuries, health
-further highli ghts the administration's
center and hospital visits.
assertion that this problem must be
Throughout the process, Vice Presi- solv cd largely through grassroots efforts
dent for Student Affairsand Dean of Sturather than forced administrative action.
dents James Terhunc and President
Adams reiterated this point, and urged
Adams have maintained that the change all students to "keep abreast" of develin campus culture needs to come from opments surrounding the alcohol issue.
students rather than from administrators
As of yet, the administrative reSall y Drescher '09 heeded this call , sponse has not extended to altering the
and in conjunction with Medieal Di- way in which Security handles alcorector Dr Paul Berkner , Senior Asso- hol-related incidents According to Diciate Dean and Dean of Students Paul
rector of Security Peter Chenevert,
Johnston , and Terhune. began to forsecurity's "bottom line has, and always
mulate a formal plan tor addressing the will be. student safety." While Chenalcohol issue on campus Notabl y. evert docs not foresee any immediate
Drescher and her contacts in the ad- changes in Security 's response poliministration laid out a framework for a cies, he is "waiting to sec what hapnew campus initiative entitled Campus pens with the two committees."
Conversations on Alcohol.
In Chenevert 's op inion , "thejury is
The flagship feature of this program was the reworked First Year
See ALCOHOL. Page 3
Orientation Program Rather than

We have two
very significant
groups...
assigned and
ready to get up
and work on
two issues
related to the
role of alcohol...

On Thursday, students, faculty and
staff joined together in Cotter Union
with President William D. Adams,
Chair of the Board of Trustees Joseph
F. Boulos '68 and Student Government Association President Patrick
Boland '09 for the school' s annual
State of the College address.
The affair, which drew an unusually large crowd, was hailed as an opportunity to begin a dialogue about
the issues that concern students and
administrators the most on campus.
While topics addressed ranged
everywhere from curriculum to renovations, the subjects that prompted the
most audience input included greening the campus and student abuse of
alcohol. (For Jul! coverage of the administration \stance on alcohol abuse
at the College, p lease see article page
left, for a look at greening efforts on
campus, see article page 10 . )
NEW SGA INITIATIVES

While the majority of the conversation took place between Adams
and the students in attendance.

Boland began the evening by highlighting new SGA initiatives particularly relevant to the student body.
Boland spoke about the new Zipcar program at the College, which he
believes will transform the way that
students get around in the area. Notably, he said that club representatives using the Zipcar for club-related
business will be reimbursed by SGA
for the hours they spend using the
service. "1 encourage all of you to
use it. Especially if you are a club
member, we will reimburse you, because we really want to see this program succeed," he said.
Boland emp hasized that he saw
this year 's SGA role as an organization throug h which students can
have a voice. To that tunc . Boland
spoke about making SGA this year
focus on what students see as the
most pressing and important issues
for the year.
"We really want this year 's SGA
to be what you want.. .Whatever
you want it to be. we're going to
try. We're not saying that it 's always going to happen , but we will
try," he said.
In order to have an active say in
the SGA agenda for this year, students are urged to speak to their
Dorm Presidents or to attend Presidents Council , which meets every
other Sunday of the year in Page
Commons and is always open to the
general student body.

President Adams began a dialogue between students and the administration
COLLEGE CONCERNS

As Adams rose to begin the college
address, he echoed Boland' s words
about the importance of student participation in the SGA. He said, "This
place works as well as it docs and
works when it does... because we
have reasonably good communication. . It 's very important that we
have a strong SGA: an SGA that represents you in strong and full ways
and that you have confidence in. in
terms of its relationship with us."

Adams spoke briefl y about the
class of 2012; in addition to praising
the incoming class as a bright, talented group, he explained that the induction of this new class will be of
particular importance in terms of the
housing crunch that has been felt in
recent years.
Adams said that due to the fact that
Admissions Office managed to cut
down on the number of students accepted this year, the administration is
See COLLEGE. Page 2

OAK INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Economist speaks on supply chain

Chanda is the director of publications and editor of YaleGlobal online
hury. "We all grew up reading his
work ," Franko said. "He formed a
generation of journalists who are
On Wed Sept 10. Nayan Chanda. thinking and writing about South Asia
renowned journalist , economist and and globalization. "
Franko also noted that the State of
expert on Asian politics, security and
foreign policy, spoke in Diamond's the College address {see article, top of
Ostrove Auditorium on globaliza- page) had been pushed back to action 's origins and current status , fil- commodate Chanda 's lecture.
tered through the idea of the
Chanda began the lecture with a discussion of the term "supply chain ,"
economic supp ly chain.
which has only
Chanda is curbeenputtntousercrently the director
cently, but deof publications and
scribesa "veryold
editor of YaleGlobal
process." dating
Online Magazine at
backatleast 10.000
the Yale Center for
years ago with anthe Study of Globcientroutestrading
alization.
prcciousstonesand
His lecture, entiminerals.
tled "Globalization:
The Rise of Supply
The
supply
chain continued to
Chain and Its Fall,
connect
the
people
out drew from his
of Eurasia through
most recent book
Bound
Together:
such notable inHow
Traders,
Nayan Chanda stances as an
Egyptian expediPreachers. AdvenYale Center for the study
turers and Wartion to Africa to
of Globalization
bring back luxuriors
Shaped
ries and the RoGlobalization .
Chanda 's lecture was the first Oak mans bartering wine for Indian spices.
Institute for Human Rights event this "This trade was so intense that the
school year Grossman Professor of Roman Emp ire was actually conEconomics and Director of the Oak In- cerned that a lot of gold was going to
stitute for Human Rights Patrice India." Chanda said. "Some two thouFranko introduced Chanda, recalling sand years ago . South Indians were
how she came to invite him to speak at drinking Italian wine."
The silk routes, both across deserts
the College. After reading Chanda 's
book , she consulted this year's Oak and oceans, connected people in this
Human Rights Fellow Afsan Chowd- globalizing process. Tea from China
By SUZANNE MERKELSON
EDITOR IN CHIEF

We are responsible [for these
problems],
because we
want things at
the lowest price
and best
quality...

allowed Europeans, whose water was
not potable , to drink something other
than beer and wine According to
Chanda. they were then able to "stop
getting sick and become sober."
Chanda's lecture covered technological improvements, along with transportation. The Industrial Revolution and
period of European colonialism further
intensified global connections, fostering
a "brutal supply chain" featuring slavery and the decimation of native populations in the Americas.
However, much of the evolution of
the supply chain made trade more efficient, benefiting many around the
world. For example. Chanda hig hlighted the importance and effectiveness
of
telecommunications
improvements, which allow people to
"communicate
almost
instantaneously " This allows $3 trillion of
capital to transfer in dail y worldwide
transactions; an amount. Chanda
noted, that if stacked up in bills , would
be 60 times taller than Mount Everest.
The plung ing cost of transportation
and telecommunications has helped create a new sort of supply chain: one that
is globally fixed, with global imp lications. He pointed out that there is "not a
single Apple factory in the world." In-

stead. lPods are designed in California,
and manufactured with components
made in 30 to 40 countries.
A Barbie doll is made in China and
sells for $20; the Chinese onl y get
$0.80. Goods can often be "produced
more cheaply outside the US." Often,
this means that there arc negative implications for labor on the suppl y
chain; wages can be hornfically low.
"People are squeezing their labor to
produce goods," Chanda said. He also
cited instances of child labor and
"chocolate wages."
The global environment also often
loses out in the ever-expanding international supp ly chain. From the destruction of the Amazon rainforest to
the "brown cloud crossing the Pacific " (from China 's increasing pollution emissions) to global warming
melting Arctic ice, growing markets
means loss in environmental quality.
Chanda finished his lecture with a
warning, a question and a slide depicting frantic customers rushing a
Wal-Mart: "We arc responsible [for
these problems], because we want
things at the lowest price and best
quality, so that customers can be
happy. So the question is, what do we
do about it?"
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Ponds developed Reviewing a successful second year
HILL 'N THE VILLE

Sunshine and
activities draw
crowds in town

This pond was built three vears ago as part of the Colby Green project.

New aquatic
system to ease
runoff issues

raced parking lots The system is designed with future expansion in
mind and is ready to treat runoff "
from museum expansion
"The ultimate purpose of the wetlands is to protect the arboretum and
the Messalonskee Stream from
By CHELSEA EAKIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF
being [affected] by runoff from college lands ." Oak Professor of BioThe construction of tour ponds logical Sciences Russell Cole
being constructed behind the base- exp lained
ball field to collect runoff from
"This water carries silt, sediments,
Robert's Parking Lot. the new \|- and nutrients into the arboretum. "
fond Stadium and the north side of Cole said. "The ponds hold the
Mayflower Hill Drive is near com- water, allowing the silt and sediment
p letion The system of ponds are de- to settle out and the water to be absorbed by the soil
signed to capture
Plants growing in
and
filter
the
runoff, which lend- *
these artificial wetto be hig h in salt
lands also absorb
content from the asnutrients
carried
phalt parking lot
into the pond b > the
runoff "
"'In the old days.
the runoff just exAssociate Profesited
into
the
sor
of
Biology
Catherine
Bevier
woods." said Dale
Deblois. Environuses one of the ponds
mental
Program
built three years ago
Manager at the
tor classroom studs
Physical
Plant
ot frogs. Deblois
This project is a
noted that the largest
continuation of efpond in the new sysRussell Cole tem will be used as
forts to capture and
Oak Professor of
filter runoff ', which
an outdoor classBiological Sciences
began with the conroom as well
struction of the
The new project
Colby Green three
also includes the exyears ago As part of that construc- tension of running paths on campus
tion, three pond- were built to col\\ ith the longer trails , which begin at
lect runoff thai came down from the Band Shell , "the cross country
Miller Library and the parking lots team won ' t need to cross the road
behind the Schair-Swenson-Watson ammore." Deblois said.
Alumni Center, the [.under House
The project began last winterw hen
and the Diamond Building The the area was timbered The project
ponds are also read y to accommo- was designed to produce minimal
date further runoff from future con- waste Some of the timber was sent to
struction
of
a
music
and a chipping field in Fairfield, while
pcrtormance center iin what is now junk wood was p laced around the
the Man l o w l o t ) and more ter- pond -A stem for erosion control

The ponds hold
the water
allowing the silt
and sediment
to settle out
and the water
to be absorbed
by the soil.
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the music is really great "
Attendance
remained
high
throug hout the day. with many peop le coming and going multip le times
Joel Pitt '09. student coordinator for
the Hill " n the Ville. was impressed
by the outcome on Saturday. "The
By SARAH BRUCE
turn out is much better than it was last
FORUM EDITOR
year." he said By mid-aftemoon the
event had more peop le in attendance
than
it did last year for the headlining
The Second Annual Hill 'n the
Ville Festival , held at Waterville 's band. "We also managed to get more
Head of the Falls on Saturday, was vendors involved, and the activities
run for the kids
marked by musical perw ere great , Pitt
formances , interacts e
said.
games and various food
The
event
options from throug halso featured a
out the downtown area
variety of local
Fire trucks stood at the
vendors
who
entrance of the festival .
turned out lo
and peop le ming led m
sell
their
goods
the parking lot among
and services.
games and booths
Lizzyoo 's sold
festival-goers
Many
tie-dyed shirts,
picnicked and socialscarves.
and
ized on the lawn The
skirts that drew
day featured a performa
significant
ance by State Radio and
amount
of
gelato samp ling
crowd interest.
Included in the day 's
Joel
Pitt
'09
Local restauactivities were games
Student Coordinator
rants , like Canof Fnsbee and a dunk
cun and Pagoda
tank The dunk tank
Express , sold
was located toward the
limited samples
end of the parking lot .
and man) Colby students volun- of their respective cuisines , such as
burntos and Chinese food. Waterville
teered to serve as dunkees
Among the groups that per- Main Street was also present , selling
formed was The Brew , a band that Eli' s Soda and informing students
garnered the praise from local col- from Colby, Thomas, and Unity College students and town residents leges about attractions and opportualike The stage on which they per- nities offered by the downtown
formed was thronged throughout association.
Unity College students sold
the day by enthusiastic audience
members Maddie Dufour "10 said , grilled cheese sandwiches through"I'd love to hear this band again . out the day to raise money for their

The turn out is
much better than
it was last
year...wealso managed to get more
vendors involved,
and the activities
run for the kids
weregreat

TOM BOILIER AND KfiPS MIJMNDA/IME CCHBY ECHO
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From COLLEGE. Page 1
looking closely at how necessary
Colby Gardens will be in the upcoming years. "We're going to be looking
very carefully in light of the fact that
wc came very close to our target [of
fewer students], if we are going to be
able to cut loose from Colby Gardens," he said. Adams noted that the
College might be able to end its use of
the Gardens as earl y as next semester.
ALCOHOL AND THE COLLEGE
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event. Many of these students
attended specifically to hear
State Radio perform and enjoy
the dinner celebration. This
headline performance drew students from a wide range of
schools outside the Waterville
area, including attendees from
Maine Maritime Academy. After
the
downtown
performance ,
many students returned to campus to hear the band play at a
special acoustic follow-up performance in Given Auditorium
(see State Radio , page 12).

Hill n the Ville attendees were treated to traditional festival games and performances by musical groups, including The Headrights.
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hockey team , a rival of the College's
Boozehounds ice hockey club Other
College organizations , such as the
Goldfarb Center For Public Affairs
and Civic Engagement and the
Colby Volunteer Center, had tables
set up to advertise their causes and
to draw in more volunteers.
Thoug h Colb y attendance was
low early in the day, many students found their way downtown later in the evening,
taking advantage of the free
buses that shuttling students
from Pulver Pavilion to the

During the question and answer period of the forum, Adams was asked
about his responseto the Amethyst Initiative—a recent effort by chancellors
and presidents of colleges and universities across the nation to band together
and deem in an official manner that
changing the drinking age to 21 has not
solved the alcohol crisis, the current
signatory count stands at 130.
According to its website, the
Amethyst Initiative is "a public statement that the problem of irresponsible
drinking by young people continues despite the minimum legal drinking age of
21, and there is a culture of dangerous
binge drinking on many campuses "
Adams explained that while he had
been asked to sign the petition over
the summer, he had not done so. "I
don ' t think the drinking age issue is
reall y fundamental to the worries that
I have about alcohol use and abuse on
campus . .1 think wc would be facing
these issues irrespective of the drink ing age," he said Adams also mentioned that he does not believe that the
Amethyst Initiative will be successful
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in Congress, where the decision to
change the federal drinking age back
to 18 would have to be made.
Later on in the evening. Adams
outlined what he saw as the College 's
primary focus, rather than the drinking age question. "Our fundamental
concern is abusive drinking and highrisk behavior , and there 's much too
much of that; it 's hugely worrisome.
We had seven hospital transports this
weekend—that 's not a great way to
start the year." he saidAdams noted the creation of two
new working groups (see article page
I for more information) — one to
focus on the logistics of terminating
the Champagne Steps celebration and
one focusing on the greater issue of
binge drinking at the College
GREENING THE HILL

Later, a student asked how the College, from the President 's perspective,
sees itself as an environmental leader
Adams explained that the College's recent efforts over the past few years toward becoming a greener campus have
enabled the College to lead on the issue
by example. "I want us to be in a leadership position.. and I think we're getting there." he said.
Adams mentioned that the College
is currentl y exp loring the possibility
of "conversion of heat production to
wood pellets , in a wood pellet-consuming boiler. " Adams said that this
potential conversion is set to be implemented in the near future—amove
he believes will dramatically reduce
the College 's global energy footprint
In September , the College was
praised by the State of Maine for its

success as a participant in the Maine
Governor 's Carbon Challenges. According to the state 's statistics, the
College has reported a 16 percent reduction in its carbon emissions. This
largely exceeds the goal set for a 9
percent reduction by 2010.
As Vice President for Administration and Treasurer Douglas C. Terp
said in September. "Colby 's commitment to the environment is evident —
in our educational programs, student
and faculty research , and the College 's operations. Although we've already met our targeted emissions
reduction for 2010 . we continue to
look at new ways to reduce our carbon footprint and expand sustainable
practices. We're pleased to participate
in the Governor 's Carbon Challenge—it 's good for our students, for
Maine, and beyond."
This year, the College has been
able to extend its green focus into the
academic sphere through a generous
grant given by trustee Robert Diamond Jr. '73. His contribution of $4
million will go toward, the support of
an interdisciplinary study of the environment, energy policy, sustainability
and climate change.
The Government department, in
conjunction with the Environmental
Studies department, has already added
two courses this fall which count for
credit in both majors to promote this
type of interdisciplinary study. The
courses, entitled "International Environmental Policy and Multilateral Institutions " and "Environmental
Negotiation and Dispute Resolution, "
are being taught by Visiting Instructor
in Government Catherine Ashcraft.

Directoremphasizes
art and culturein
building community
BY ALEXANDER RICHARDS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

2008 Oak Fellow Afsan Chowdhury g ives a presentation in Olin.

Activist speaks
on climate change
By JAMES BELTRAN
NEWS STAFF

Afsan Chowdhury, the 2008 Oak
Fellow, gave a presentation Tuesday
that described in detail the effects that
climate change is bringing to his native Bangladesh.
Chowdhury played his recent documentary Does Anyone Care if
Bangladesh Drowns?, which went
into great detail about the negative
consequences that Bangladesh is experiencing due to climate change. In
the beginning of the documentary,
Chowdhury remarked that many people consider climate change to be significant warming in the Arctic Ocean.
However, he said that the South Asian
nation of Bangladesh is already seeing the effects of climate change, evidenced by droughts in western
Bangladesh. He also mentioned that
climate change is adversely affecting
Bangladeshis who live on the coast ,
because the gradual encroachment of
salt water has reduced the availability
of drinking water. The saline water
also has made farming untenable.
As a result of the changes in climate,
he noted that the poorest Bangladeshis
will suffer the most: "The poor are the
worst hit and most vulnerable."
""Throughout the documentary, interviews from people involved with the
issue revealed that climate change in
Bangladesh wilt g" beyond undnnkablc
water and di ought One consequence
discussed in the documentary was the
increasing frequencies of heat waves in
the summer and foggy weather in the
winter. Agriculture in Bangladesh has
also fallen victim to climate change, due
to growing water shortages.
The Bangladeshi environment is
also being affected to an alarming extent. Low-lying islands have already
been fully submerged underwater,
and mangrove trees are being affected
as well. Chowdhury said that the
mangrove trees might not survive for
much longer as the salinity of the
water increases. "This is an indicator
that land inside the forest and close by
have all disappeared under the sea,"
he said. He continued that "this is
where climate change isn 't going to
happen. It has happened already."
Although Bangladesh is small
enough for many people to ignore,
Chowdhury warned in the documentary
that climate change will become ubiquitous in the future: "The bad news:
[Climate change] is going to happen
more and more." He mentioned that the

Alcohol
abuses
addressed

New leadership for Pugh Center

OAK FELLOW

southern and southwestern areas of
Bangladesh are regularly flooded during normal monsoons. Even the livelihoods of fishermen around the Bay of
Bengal will be affected, as there are already fewer catches of fish being
brought into the boats.
The documentary noted that it
would be possible that millions of
Bang ladeshi people would become
refugees both within their country as
well as abroad. Already, the
Bangladeshi capital of Dhaka is collapsing due to the huge influx of
refugees. Chowdhury predicted that
politics across the globe would turn
unstable as the numbers of refugees
increase.
The documentary described the experience of Bangladesh as it goes
through climate change as "a growing
conflict between the rich states and the
poor states." It also stated that the destruction of people 's livelihoods as climate change makes its presence felt
will only sit atop other existing problems in the world. Pointing to a recently flooded area, Chowdhury
described it as one that would become
commonplace everywhere: "Welcome
to the sight that will meet you in future
much more regularly." Even though the
flood would disappear after one month,
Chowdhury said the water level will
rise in the future.
"Climate change is not [just] an environmental problem ," he said. "It is
a social and economic problem." He
said that the problem was created by
a lifestyle that is no longer sustainable
in the face of rapid changes. Chowdhury said that humans are killing both
themselves and their children whether
or not they realize it. Although many
people may remain aloof to the seriousness of climate change, Chowdhury gave a straightforward statement:
"Unfortunately climate change will
affect everyone today and tomorrow."
In the following question and answer session, Chowdhury stated that
every government has resisted decision making on climate change because there hasn 't been enough
pressure applied to them by citizens.
"Governments change only because
they think it is convenient for them to
change," he said. The poorest
Bangladeshi people will have little
chance of surviving the effects of climate change, Chowdhury predicted ,
and at least half of all the people in
Bang ladesh could die in two to three
decades. "My nights are made of
nightmares because I know this is
going to happen ," he said.

On August 13, Vice President for
Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Jim Terhune announced the appointment of Noel James as Interim Dean of
Students and Director of the Pugh Center. The Pugh Center, whose mission is
to "promote multicultural communication , awareness, and understanding," is
home to "student organizations devoted to issues of race, ethnicity, gender, culture , sexual orientation and
identity, and spirituality."
In his announcement , Terhune related that he was asking James "to direct particular attention to making the
Pugh Center a hub of intellectual and
social activity focused on issues of diversity and human difference."
James, who has a Bachelor of the
Arts degree from the University of
Minnesota, comes to her new position
with an extensive back ground in multicultural affairs. James was the
founder and director of the Office of
Cultural Affairs for the City of Minneapolis , and has held a number of
consulting jobs related to multicultur-

alism. Recentl y, she worked with the
City of Providence for its Sound Session festival , and spent the last two
years working with the College in its
"Building Colby Community through
Arts and Culture " initiative.
During the coming year, James
hopes that the Pugh Center realizes its

One thing I
really want to
have happen is
getting people
who are different [to become]
comfortable
with each other
through arts
and culture .
Noel James

Director of the Pugh Center

full potential as a resource for all students at the College. James brings a
unique approach to multiculturalism ,
stemming from her love of art and
culture. She envisions "people coming together to share a common expe-

KHOA NGUYEN. THE COLBY ECHO

New Pugh Director Noel James hopes to inspire communality on campus.

rience," which , in rum. can serve as a
"great bridge builder" between students of varying back grounds and cultural traditions. "One thing I reall y
want to have happen ," James said, "is
getting people who are different [to
become] comfortable with each other
through arts and culture. "
To do this , James has asked Pugh
organizations to recommit to the Center 's mission. Each club seeking space
in the Pugh Center, including longstanding organizations like the Colby
Christian Fellowship, are being asked
to submit an application that includes
a copy of the Center 's mission statement , and answers to questions regarding each club's planned events
and faculty advisors for the year. By
reviving the faculty connection ,
James hopes to once again have the
Pugh Center be a p lace where many
aspects of college life converge.
Moreover, James hopes that the
Pugh Center becomes a place where
students can feel comfortable "taking
risks, because if you don 't now [during
college], you could be sued later in life
for saying the wrong thing because it
offended someone." Through this candid engagement, students will be able
to better understand who they are and
their "personal brand" so that when
they graduate, they have a developed
sense of "civility, social etiquette, empathy, and generosity of spirit."
Currently, James is working with
student organizations to solidify their
programming plans for the year. She
cited examples such as a Capoeira
performance and workshop, the revival of the Four Winds organization ,
and the Newman Council's efforts to
move the Holy Eucharist outside.
Over the course of the summer,
James also worked with Director of
Physical Plant Patricia Murphy to
augment the physical space of the
Pugh Center. The center now boasts a
seven-foot screen with cable and
DVD access, coordination with the
campus radio station , and recording
capabilities.
As the year progresses, James will
be working with the Pug h Community Board to address issues of concern on campus. She highlighted
topics the Board raised , such as "socioeconomic diversity, religion and
sexual orientation , not belonging to
any cultural group or multi ple cultural
groups , and regional diversity. " As
James stated, the Pugh Center is primarily about "the people in it, and
what they want to do with it "

Are you a top perform er with a drive for success? Can you bri ng a fresh perspective to a forward-thinking
Fortune 500 company' "''
Unum 's Professional Development Program offers May 2009 high-potential grads a track to
lea dershi p opportunities while immersing them in the real world of business.
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still out " on the efficacy of the new alcohol programs, as the last two weekends have been "relatively busy " in
terms of alcohol-related incidents .
However, Chenevert noted that "student cooperation seems to be pretty
good," with issues arising primaril y
when students "refuse help or treatment " Ideally, "I'd like those kinds
of interactions to disappear ." Chenevert said, as Security is tnil y concerned
with getting students the appropriate

[First-years ]
were really glad
they could have
such candid discussions with
upper class students [regarding alcohol],
Sally Drescher

Class of 2009

level of assistance In the meantime.
Chenevert and his team plan to continue working closely with the Student Government Association and
Security Advisory Group to address
student concerns and issues
Drescher's evaluation of changes to
campus culture was equally cautious.
"I really can 't tell if behavior has
changed yet ," Drescher said. However, she pointed out that "attitudes are
changing," evidenced through "people 's openness and recepttvencss" to
the orientation changes and alcohol related initiatives. According to
Drescher. students have "provided a
lot of positive feedback [about the program]." and she has received praise
from first-yearswho "were reall y glad
they could have such candid discussions with uppcrclass students [regarding alcohol]. "
Next Week: Faculty members respond to the social climate on campus in Part II of The Alcohol Issue

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
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Sta rt your career in the right direction
To team more, attend our Information Session
Monday, September22
7:00-8:30 p.m
Lovejoy Building, Room 20S
Presented by Colbyalumnus , Eric Tracy,
Vice President , Product Implementation
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OPINI O NS
EDITORIAL

Dear Class of 2012,

¦

Normal!) we dedicate our first editorial of the school year to you guys However. last week
we ft*It it was pertinent to editorializeon the binge drinking issue hig hlig hted by the termination of Champagne Steps We thoug ht it was important to talk to you guys, so we're dedicating
this week to you
Right now is a trul y exciting time to be a student at the College Seriously, we don 't say
thai every year In this issue you will read about how the administration is approaching the
issue of alcohol on campus At the State of the College Address . President William D
Adams and Vice President tor Student Affairs and Dean of Students James Terhune made
it clear that the process of addressing this issue needs to be student led. It will requir e and
depend upon the involvement and input of all of us . including you. As first-years, you have
thfc opportunity to view the current situation with fresh eyes and new ideas You will experience the impact of the Campus Culture working group more than the rest of us Now
is«the time to get involved
:W'e know , it 's overwhelming Maybe you 're still working on making friends and don 't have
time to get involved wnh scary college affairs just yet.
.Still, your year of admission is one of the most competitive the College has ever seen.
You were chosen for a reason Alread y, peop le tn leadership across campus are commenting on your eagerness to get involved and be productive members of the community
At the State of the College address, there were tar more students in attendance than is typica l We are so inspired by your immediate action and can onl y hope it will continue
throug hout your years here With all of the changes that are going to happen on campus
in the next few years , you will be at the center of revolutionizing the social and intellectual scene at Colby You can change the College We hope that you do
Furthermore, as we are all aware, this is an election year. This is most of the student body 's
first time v oting and there is tangible energy and excitement radiating throug hout campus and
throughout Maine as college students encourage state residents, as well as then- peers, to vote.
Students (many many students) are canvassing for both parties.
This isy o u rexperience Right now . more than ever, you have the power to really take ownership of that experience The next president of this country and their policies will undoubtedly
impact how the next four years look Those years coincide with the time you will spend on
May flower Hill
Campus culture is changing, curriculum is changing, campus initiatives are changing and
the country is rapidl y changing You have the chance to have a say in all of this. Make the next
four years your own
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Why Sarah Palin is
shaking nation on both
sides of the ballot
Most Republicans, surprisingly, love Sarah
Palm This is shocking because this support is,
in a way. inherentl y hypocritical. True, she
may not be running for Commander in Chief ,
but she embodies the inexperience that has
been the biggest criticism many aim at Barack
Obama. God forbid McCain were to pass away
during his presidency. The president of this nation would have been elected having become
Alaska 's governor only a little over a year and
a half ago Her other experience as a mayor is
executive, sure, but the quality of her position
can only be so trusted, as her city of Wasilla
has under 10,000 people with generous estimates (and let's not forget
the state of debt she left the
town in). This negates the
relevance of inexperience .
To bring it up in a debate or
in rhetoric would be to highlight Palm 's glaring weakness, and to open a door of
double-standard.
Palin is eloquent and motivational , sensational and
entertaining. Anyone who
can ignite a political passion
within the ranks of the undecided or discontented is a
valuable member of a political team. Still , we know
very little about Sarah Palm.
We cannot see her years of
voting records , see her
courses of action under pressure and under fire All we
can see, all we know, are her
words and shadowy promises. This wouldn 't be so bad
if she was always straightforward (her address to the
GOP during the convention
was widely criticized for
having egregious errors and
inaccuracies), and it wouldn 't be so bad if what she had
to say was encouraging, fair.
and progressive, as she
claims. Instead, her words are striking fear into
hearts all over the nation. She is a loose cannon, and while this is entertaining, our fate
could soon sit in her hands.
According to ABC News, 100 percent of the
twenty two countries polled wanted Obama to
win, and 77 percent of those countries believe
that relations with the United States will improve if Obama is president. This is huge. Not
only does Palin have no presence on the world
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them on people through relig ion. It 's troubling that there is no system to monitor this
during elections. She believes that Iraq was
"a task that is from God," which perpetuates
the idea that we are God's Chosen Ones, a
dangerous proclamation that our will belongs
to that of God. There is nothing Holy about
the Iraq war. Even if it was started with good
intentions, the justification of it through this
type of rhetoric is abhorrent.

Appreciating Colby through green-colored
glasses: the good, the bad, and the potato-based

WEBMASTER

5430 Mayflower Hill Drive, Waterville, Maine 0490 1
(207) 872-5430 I (207) 872-4285
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stage, the things she has said at home are
downright terrifying. The Republicans spend
quite a lot of time focusing on the fact that they
are the party of the people, but Sarah Palin is—
dare I say it— Un-American.
Let 's talk about one of the greatest aspects
of our nation: the separation ot churcrt and
state. Palin ignores this sentiment entirely.
No. she is not so extreme to want to banish it ,
but her deeply Christian rhetoric is offensive.
I admire her morals and her strong commitment to them, but she has no right to push

Palin calls for the overturning of Roc V.
Wade and is strongly anti-choice, opposing
abortion even in the case of rape or incest.
This is an admirable view, but while she's entitled to this opinion , the institutionalization of
it assumes that every American feels the same
way she does about conception. Confusingly,
she slashed funding for teenage mothers, undercutting support that a young woman would
have if she chose to give birth. She believes
that crcationism should be taught in public
schools, doesn 't believe humans are the cause
of climate change, supports failed abstinenceonl y education programs , supported Pat
Buchanan for president in 2000, actively opposes gay marriage and tried to ban books
from her local library. Her refusal to show any
compassion for those who have views different from her own is appalling. Palin is an embarrassing addition to the McCain camp,
which was so strong otherwise. Which is why
it is perplexing that she is
giving them such a huge
bump. Is it because she 's a
woman? In part , I'm sure it
is. Palin reminds us fervently
of her time as a hockey mom
and mother of five—lest we
forget that she 's female.
While there is extreme value
to these qualities in a person,
to support a candidate based
solely on her gender is degrading, insulting. Women
are more than trophy candidates. 1 want to know if her
popularity is based on her
eloquence , her fervor, and
her determination. If so, let
the crowds cheer on.
As Opinions Editor. I try
to be as politically neutral as
Finn s' album shows his incredible energy and spontaneity, possible. Yet the
closer we come to the election, and the more frightening the outlooks become, the
harder it is to hold my
tongue. If you are a Sarah
Palin supporter, please write
me about it Let me know
what you love about her, why
you trust her, why you think
she would be capable of
being Vice President or President of the
United States. Though much of my anxiety
around her is fear of the unknown, I also
cringe at the things she does have to say.
Sarah Palin is an Inspirational and ambitious
person who I can respect, and in some ways
look up to, but as Americans it is our job to
choose who would be most fair, effective , and
secure in the White House. Our decision is
upcoming, and we deserve the truth.

To the not-so-green Big Apple

AMANDA HEmaiiNGroN
ERIC M CDOWELL
KRIS M IRANDA
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Panic about the political pitbull

By the time I left campus at the end of
last semester, I'll readily admit that I had
grown tired of hearing about "Green
Colby " and the laundry list of environmentally-geared initiatives that seemed to
dictate campus policy and consistentl y
flood the Digest of Civil Discourse. Of
greatest irritation was the triump h of the
trayless movement , which 1 perceived as
nothing but the green "man " telling me that
1 was incapable of not eating myself half to
death at every meal.
In fact , this concept of the "Green Man "
contributed to my decision drop my environmental science major during my sophomore year. Of course , the extensive
course load was the primary driving factor
in this move , as my academic interests
were far too broad to devote so many
classes to one major However , the countless "top-down " approaches to greening
that seemed to push aside economic realities in favor of environmentalist idealism
and government regulation certainly
pushed me away as well.
This is not to say that I disagreed with the
move towards sustamability and environmentalist!. In fact , even after changing majors, I made it a point to take classes within
the Environmental Science department Furthermore, in my private life , I could no
longer leave my room without making sure
that I had turned the lights off , or start a
week without first sorting out my recycling.
It was this past summer, however, that I
began to appreciate what my brief love affair with the environmental movement had
done for me , and what the "green " leaders
on campus have been doing for Colby

I spent the summer months of June and
July living in New York City, in the heart of
the financial district Having spent a fair
amount of time in the Big A pple as a child
due to my hometown 's close proximity, I
fi gured the transition would be an easy one.
1 was wrong, but it wasn 't homesickness or
culture shock that took me by surprise. It
was the lack of "green ," especially in the
more existential meaning of the word.
My first moment of true discomfort occurred one day as I commuted back to my
apartment from New Jersey, where my
program was based. With me I carried a
single Poland Spring bottle in an attempt
to beat the repressive summer heat of the
subway platforms. I drained th<* bottle

Because of this
experience, never
again will I look at
our trio of refuse
receptacles, the
vending machines
that shut off after
periods of nonusage, or the Spa's
potato-based forks in
quite the same way.
quickl y, and set about looking for a p lace
to dispose of it While most other p lastic
bottles had found their way into one of the
city 's many trash cans , I could not bring
myself to do the same.

1 realized that after three years of living at
Colby, where we have a choice even as to
where we discard our refuse , I no longer
though it appropriate to put a perfectly recyclable item into a trashcan that would undoubtedly be emptied at a landfill.
Over the remainder of the summer, I
started making mental notes of other environmental travesties that crossed my path.
There were the li ghts left on in office
buildings that probabl y hadn 't been shut
off in years. The taxicabs that blasted the
air conditioning with all windows rolled
down. The cafeterias that claimed to be
going green , yet only offered Styrofoam
cups. And of course, the hundreds of New
Yorkers who insist on keeping their own
cars in Manhattan when one of the world' s
better mass-transit systems lies just beneath their feet.
Because of this experience, never again
will I look at our trios of refuse receptacles ,
the vending machines that shut off after periods of non-usage , or the Spa 's potatobased forks in quite the same way. I have
come to appreciate these initiatives that so
subtl y found their way into my daily life by
not being condescendingly top-down or logisticall y irrational (trayless-ness aside).
Going forward , I hope that Colby continues to be a leader in environmentalist!! ,
and sustainability. This means constantly
questioning just how green things like using
corn-based plastic cups are , so that when
people look to us for sustainable leadership,
we can offer it in full. More importantly, I
hope Colby graduates take the important
environmental lessons we have learned and
incorporated in our daily lives with us when
we leave and pass them along to others. If
so, then maybe one day it won 't be so hard
to imagine a concrete jung le like New York
City as a "green " place to live.
That being said, I'd still like my tray back.

Building change we can believe in
You probably know by now that there 's an
election going on. To boil it down for those
who somehow missed out on this (perhaps
you just returned from a long stint in the Gurvansaikhan Mountains of Mongolia or woke
up from a persistent vegetative state) there 's
this guy, Barack Obama, running on a platform of change, and an older guy named John
McCain who 's running on a platform of
change back to 1950. However, it may be
news to you that the race is now as close as
ever, with many polls actually now showing
the McCam/Pahn ticket in the lead.
This can 't continue. For this first time in a
generation, we have the opportunity to bring
real change to our country; aftei eight years of
the poor judgment and failed policies of the
Bush administration, we can turn a new direction, the right direction. But for this change to
happen, we as a group have to act. All too often
our generation is dismissed as apathetic and
lazy; all too often our numbers at the polls are
far too low. This can't and won 't happen this
year, not with the prospects for real change so
evident and necessary. Nevertheless, some of
us still criticize political involvement, dismissing it as unimportant, saying that there are no
real differences between the candidates or that
individual votes don 't count and don't matter.
These are mistaken views and work against our
common interests.
The differences between Barack Obama
and John McCain couldn 't be clearer. Barack
Obama is an agent of change; John McCain
reflects the status-quo. Barack Obama supports a tax credit for college tuition as well as
other strategies to make higher education
more affordable; John McCain doesn 't see
such rising costs as a problem. Barack Obama
voted against the Iraq war and will work to
bring our troops home; McCain 's just fine

keeping our troops in Iraq well into the 22nd
century with neither goals nor a plan for success. Obama has a plan to make healthcare affordable and accessible , extending coverage
to millions of Americans; McCain wants to
let insurance companies continue to dictate
healthcare policy and leave 50 million Americans without health insurance. While Obama
has championed gay rights, women's rights,
and human rights , John McCain has fought
even civil rights. Obama provides true leadership on the environment , global warming
and energy independence. His plan invests in
clean alternative energy solutions to help decrease our dependence on Exxon-Mobil while
combating global wanning. John McCain on
the other hand delivers speeches from oil rigs,
all to the chant of "Drill baby, drill!"
We can 't afford a continuation of the past
eight years of failed policy and incompetence.
We can't afford to elect someone who has
voted 90 percent of the time with the Bush administration. Barack Obama will provide the
change we desperately need; John McCain 's
plan is nothing but a re-hash of the status-quo.
The choices we have are clear.
The second misconception is that votes
don 't count; "My vote is just one of millions,
it won't be the deciding vote, no one will notice or care if I don 't vote." The 2000 election
proved how valuable a handful of votes could
be; the turn of a few hundred votes would have
changed history. Similarly in 2004, the election went to Bush by a margin of less than 0.1
percent of the overall population. In Congressional and local elections, it is not uncommon
to win by even slimmer fractions of a percent;
winning by a single vote is not an unheard of
occurrence. In an election as close as this one,
every vote will count, every vote will make a
difference, and every vote for Barack Obama
will help build a mandate for change.
Here in Maine, we also have the opportunity to transform the US Senate, which has
been a bastion of conservative foot-draggers
who have thwarted any and all attempts to
rum a new direction. Tom Allen , congressman from the first district, has and will continue to fi ght for change in Washington. His
opponent , incumbent Susan Collins, has

stood rig ht in the way of change. She voted
for and continues to support the war in Iraq,
voted to confirm Samuel Alito to the
Supreme Court, voted in favor of the BushCheney energy bill; in fact, Collins has fallen
in line with the Bush administration over 70
percent of the time—that 's 70 percent too
much. Tom Allen , like Barack Obama, promises to bring the change we need as well as
leadership on the issues we find important.
In this election , it 's not enough to just sit
back and talk about change, you have to act.
Vote. Volunteer. Knock on doors, call swing
voters, get others to register to vote-—there are
hundreds of ways to help. This election , we
are up against a daunting array of challenges.
We have to fight a history of racial intolerance
and bigotry, go up against an institution of cor-

porate and political corruption, and a slew of
corporate interests who have invested heavily
on the failed status quo. In this election which
has turned so close, we can 't afford to remain
apathetic. If you want real change, real leadership on energy, the environment, the economy, healthcare, education , and civil rights,
then you have to stand up and do something.
This time around , the question shouldn 't be
"why should I vote?" Rather, it should be
"why aren 't you voting?" With the stakes so
hi gh and the choices do clear, how can you not
vote? How can you not act? How can we afford not to stand up together and work for
change? This November, our voices must and
will be heard; we can help build a better America, and that 's change we can believe in.

I am not the typical Colby student in that I
regularly do my best to ignore Loudness. I am
not crazy about dances, do not generally enjoy
the bands that perform on campus (As Fast As
being the exception) and try to stay away from
any situation involving more than ten people.
Needless to say, Loudness is not a part of my
agenda and I rarely go out of my way to figure
out what I missed.
Perhaps it would have been a good idea
to experience Loudness this time around,
jud ging from the article I read about it in
last week's Echo. For those of you who did
not read it , Kris Ortiz wrote a very good article about how offensive Loudness was
this year. She explained , point by point ,
how ignorant of Hawaiian culture and tradition we all were by allowing this Loudness to occur without some sort of
complaint or protest. She said that Colby
"does not stand for ignorance."
Unfortunately, it appears as though Colby
does stand for ignorance, as far as multiculturalism is concerned. If I recall correctly.

Here's What's Playing Fri., Sep 19
through ' I Imrs.. Sep 25

Burn After Reading
R Nightly at 5:10, 7:10 and 9:10; Matinees Sat. and Sun . at t'.lO and 3:10

Vicky Cristina Barcelona
PG-13 Nightly at 5:00, 7:00 and 8:55;
Matinees Sat . and Sun. at 1:00, 3:00

A Man Named Pearl
G Nightly at 4:50. 6:50, 8:30; Matinees Sat. and Sun. at 12:50, 2:50

there was a multiculturalism rally outside of
Miller Library last spring after the Cinco de
Mayo incident. On top of that , there were
discussions on the Digest of Civil Discourse
and articles in the Echo. It seemed impossible that anyone could have missed hearing
about this discussion. Apparently, a number
of people managed to purge this entire situation from their minds.
After last spring, I am disappointed that
we continue to let cultural ignorance pervade this campus. During the rally last
spring, I remember one man getting up
three times to tell us how utterly perplexed
and disappointed he was that this multiculturalism discourse does not occur more frequently on campus. He could not believe
that we could just let this happen without
some sort of action , whether that action be
posting on the Digest of Civil Discourse or
just having a conversation with your
friends. I myself do not understand how we
continue to ignore these issues of multiculturalism and would like to find some way
to make sure we all think about these issues
every single day.
I cannot claim to have done much to prevent this particular incident: as I said earlier ,
1 usually hide in my room during Loudness
weekend. I would be lying if I said that I did
not realize that the Loudness theme was
Hawaiian. Like many, it did not even cross
my mind that this Loudness could be as culturally ignorant as it appears to have been. I
should have thought otherwise , thoug h , as
most of us should train ourselves to do. We
have been trained for so long to accept these
stereotypes as the norm , but that is no excuse for turning a blind eye to the cultural
ignorance that continues to rear its ugly face
year after year.
We should have started taking this issue
seriously a long time ago, and if we do not
start soon, we can only expect more of the
same . At the first sign of ignorance, we
should post something to the Digest. We
should start class discussions no matter
what classroom we find ourselves in. We
should discuss the issue with our friends .
Wc should get involved with some sort of
multiculturalism group on campus. We
should attend the events that these groups
work so hard to put together. We should all
rally on the steps of Miller more often to
make sure we do not forget, or worst of all ,
ignore, the cultural differences that make a
place like Colby so unique and interesting.
We should all be offended when anyone
practices cultural ignorance , no matter
where we are or where we come from. We
must all work together to make sure ignoranee is no longer the societal norm.

The laughter
and the lewdness of politics

Why you should take
caution when calling your f avoritecandidate \

The Political Season is fully upon us, and '
the he-said/she-said propaganda rules thej
newspapers whose mission is not primarily to
chronicle the life and times of Colby College.
The Echo pays enough attention to McCain Obama , and this column will not feature
a whole lot of political material.
But here 's a great item about how funny
politics can be in your (mostly) adopted state
of Maine. Charlie Summers, GOP candidate
for Maine's First District scat in the U.S. House, like many other plain-old southern ¦
Maine politicians, listed his campaign office '
in something called Talking Phonebook. But
when you used ol* Charlie's number, you were1
•¦
directed instead to a phone pom line.
Imaginge being poor Charlie: voters call his i
Talking Phonebook number and a woman's

Howquickly we forget After the hurricane
Learning f r o m our
mistakes that mar
multi-culturalism

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE

What happens when
nature decides to
mess with Texas
Last Saturday, Hurricane Ike made landfall in Texas as a Category Two storm ,
leaving 2.6 million people without power
(US Energy Department). As of Sunday,
only four fatalities were attributed to Ike.
However, the initial search and rescue effort will continue well throughout the
week. Secretary of Homeland Security
Michael Chert off would not speculate as
to whether or not he expected the death
toll to rise.
Galveston , southeastern Texas, a popular beach destination , was among those
cities that were the hardest hit. Despite a
mandatory evacuation order, 40 percent of
Galveston 's 57 ,523 residents stayed. Ike
destroyed at least 17 buildings , caused severe flooding, and even damaged the
causeway that links the city to mainland
Texas. Mayor Lydia
Ann Thomas reported
that the hurricane
scaled the town 's 17foot sea wall; one that
was built when the
Galveston Hurricane
of 1900 emerged as the
deadliest storm in
American history.
The nation 's fourth
largest city, Houston ,
was also affected by
the strong storms.
Mayor Bill White described flooded roads
with downed trees and
damaged power lines.
The city 's tallest building, a 75-story JP Morgan Chase Tower , had several windows
blown out. Nonetheless, the city appeared
to have significantly less damage than
Galveston. Houston officials encouraged
residents to stay put and to ride out the
storm. While they did evacuate some of the
low-lying neighborhoods , they feared that
a mass evacuation would jam the freeways,
creating an even more dangerous situation.
Overall, the national and local response to
Ike has been much more effective than in past
years, notably better than Katrina in 2005.
President Bush designated 29 Texas counties
and parts of Louisiana as official disaster
areas, authorizing federal funds for recovery
efforts. The Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) has sent more than 5.5 million meals thus far. Governor Rick Perry of
Texas will coordinate a team comprised of
state troopers, pilots, and the National Guard
for search and rescue.
The American Red Cross has played a

vital role in the food distribution and the
organization of shelter for displaced individuals. Although there are at least 1,000
Red Cross workers in Texas alone, volunteers from across the country are coming
down to help. Eric Lynes, the Disaster
Services Director of the United Valley, the
Red Cross chapter that covers Waterville,
has sent at least a dozen of his volunteers
to help with hurricane relief in the south.
Unfortunately, the amount of money associated with funding these responses has
broug ht the Red Cross into significant
debt. Though the organization pledges not
to cut any services, they are counting on
donations from anyone who is willing to
make a contribution.
Regardless
of
whether you live in
Texas or not , you are
going to feel the aftermath of the hurricane at
the pump. The area hit
by Ike hosted 25 percent of US oil refining
capacity, as well as two
strategic petroleum reserves. With a disruption in the domestic
fuel supply, gas prices
are on the rise. According to the American
Automobile Association (AAA), the nationwide "average price of
regular unleaded gasoline edged up 5.8 cents" over the weekend.
In some places , gas stations have marked up
LIS high as S5.20 per gallon. In an attempt to
keep gas prices at a "reasonable " level .
President Bush eased some foreign restrictions that were in place on imports. State authorities have denounced price gouging and
are keeping watch for any violators.
Hurricane Ike has indeed messed with
Texas , leaving behind considerable damage. Repairs will take months; costing insurance companies an estimated $8 billion
to $18 billion in claims. Outside the area
of impact , consumers will remember the
disaster as they go to fill up their tanks.
The remains of the hurricane will bring
rainy weather, as Ike makes its way up the
Mississippi Valley, eventually crossing
over the Great Lakes into Buffalo. The
hurricane season is only halfway through.
The Gulf Coast braces itself for another
blow.

...you are going to
feel the aftermath of
the hurricane at the
pump. The area hit
by Ike hosted 25 percent of US oil refining
capacity, as well as
two strategic
petroleum reserves.

Imagine being poor
Charlie: voters call
his Talking
Phonebook number
and a woman's
voice invites them
to use a toll-free
number, which is—
you already
know—a sex line.

i
voice invites them to use a toll-free number,
which is—you already know—a phone sex
line. Prospective-Rep. Summers told sources
that this wonderful telephone innovator
"picked up one of his old campaign numbers
BY MISTAKE." Hey, Mr. Summers, did your
other campaigns feature sex numbersby design? I suspect not
Anyway,Talking Phonebook asserts that it
will remove Charlie's currently listed number
from the web site and from future editions of
its paper phone book. Better late. . . . Still, I
hope this faux pas will teach us all that we
should never trust a web site.
Then, there 's the poor school teacher in
Hollis, Maine , in front of her school when a
naked man jumped from his car, exposed
himself to her, then fled. The teacher
flagged down a passing motorist , quickly
explained , and the driver caught up with the
weirdo in time to note his license plate number. Two hours later . Troop Jeremy Forbes
tracked down 51-year-old Robert Demmons
and charged him with indecent behavior and
disorderly conduct.
How do you think the odd ball is going to
get out of this one? One might feel sorry for
innocent Charlie Summers, but I hope we
don't see much of 51-year-old Robert Demmons after he is held accountable for his really disgusting behavior.The only good lesson
in this sordid tale is the action of the passing
motorist who turned in Demmons' license
number. The teacher may feel better knowing
¦I
that she CAN trust some people.
Finally, here 's a fascinating note from
Skowhegan, some 15 miles north of Water- ¦
ville. From the Morning Sentinel, our local
daily; "A chicken was reported loose Thursday morning and hanging around the little
park across from the VFW hall on Main I
Street. The caller reported that the chicken *;
goes into the road from time to time. There
were some concerns." The Skowhegan constabulary reportedly took care of the situation.
But can 't you just hear the guys at the VFW
yelling at the law: "Hey, Officer, before you
put it in prison, find out why does a chicken
cross the road?"

Want to take a
stand about the upcoming election?
E-mail Jen Cox at
jncox @colby.edu

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Field Hockey vs. Thomas College

Aardvark Alley
Cotter Union- Page Lobby

International Studies Lecture
Diamond 122

Bill Alfond Field Field

The lecture "Europe and the 2008 U.S.
Presidential Election: Representations and
Expectations " will be given by Dr. Jean-Claude
Redonnet, Professor Emeritus and Research
Director at the University of Paris-Sorbonne

7 a.m.

6 p.m.

Student event with Grace VonTobel

Russian Language Table
Dana- Bullock Dining Room
12 p.m.

Highlights

Colby College Museum of Art Open House

Join your professors , classmates, and visitors to
practice your Russian skills

This week at Colby
SPB brings you...
The Johnson Pond Regatta

4 p.m.

Art Museum
4:30 p.m.

Noontime Art Talk: Whistlers Wlnterscapes
Art Museum
12:30 p.m.
Independent curator David P Becker will guide a
tour of this new exhibit from the Lunder Collection

Johnson Pond

Celebrate a new season of exhibits , events, and
great new things that have been made possible by
the Lunder Foundation donation

Saturday, September 20
2 p.m.
It's time to get your teams together and start
making your boats. See the SPB website for
rules and regulations.
www.colby.edu/spb

TWO CENTS FOR YOUR THOUGHTS
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iBike Free Rentals Available Nowl
Putver Info Desk
24 hours a day
Just ask the student at the info desk for a lock
and helmet, sign a safety waiver, provide your
ID # and your on your way for 24 hours of riding
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Blood Drive
Cotter Union, Page Commons
8 a.m.
Monday and Tuesday, September 22-23
Your help is needed
by the American Red Cross:
Come down and donate for the Blood Drive
KRIS MIRAMM/ THE COIBV ECHO

Students and locals alike visited the Two-Cent Bridge at the Head of the Falls in Waterville at the second annual Hill 'n the Ville.

FRIDAY

STS Seminar

Drive-in Movie Night

Miller 014

Robert's Lawn

4:30 p.m.
Chinese Language Table
Roberts- Private Dining

The lecture "Religious Studies and Ecology: The
Promise of Partnership" will be given by Mary
Evelyn Tucker from the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies

8 p.m.
Drive, or walk, your date to Bob's lawn to see what
is guaranteed to be a great film , and take advantage of the beautiful weather

12 p.m.
Supplement your Chinese classes or just come in
and practice conversation with your professors and
classmates

SPB Carnival
Dana Lawn
4- 8 p.m.
Come celebrate the beginning of one awesome
weekend with a carniva l brought to you by SPB

LEARNERS IN THE LIBRARY

How are you
coping
without
trays?

Volleyball vs. Amherst
@ Bates
8 p.m.

Music at Colby Concert Series

SATURDAY

Lorimer Chapel

7:30 p.m.
"Of Winds: Artistry, Power, Beauty" brought to you
by Colby's woodwind faculty. They will perform
from composers Milhaud, Saintsaeus, Musgrave
and more.

Women's Soccer vs. Trinity
@ Trinity
1
1 a.m.

Cafe Colby
Cotter Union- LoPo

Football vs. Williams

TBA

@ Williams
1 p.m.

Enjoy Colby's own cafe complete with music ,
drinks , munchies and great conversations

This week online
www.colbyecho.com
THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION

do you think the
College is an
environmental leader?

LAST ISSUE'S RESULTS

Do you think Steps should have
been elim inated?

DANCING DOWNTOWN

Yes (89%)
No (11%)

Want to advertise in
the Echo?
Kfi!3 MKANOVTHE COLBY ECHO

Several bands performed to large crowds at last weekend s' Hill 'n the Ville.

SUNDAY

Colby Outing Club
Mary Low Ground Floor Lounge
7 p.m.

Golf In the Colby Classic

Weekly Meeting

Waterville Country Club
12 p.m.

"

j
"Welcome Back"

echoads@colby.edu

Want to submit a photo,
artwork or cartoon f or
Forum?
svbruce@colby.edu

Government Department Goldfarb Lecture
Diamond 142

Pugh Center
4:30 p.m.
Reception given by students and members of the
Catholic Community at Colby

Colby's Charles A. Dana Professor of Government
Anthony Corrado speaks on "Framing the 2008
Presidential Election"

JOKAS '
SPECIALS

MONDAY

Field Hockey vs. Husson

Fisherman 's Ale
(Barrel)

7 p.m.

Bill Alfond Field
6 p.m.

Parrot Bay Sunset

Japanese Language Table
Dana- Camp Dining Room
11:30 p.m.
Come join your classmates and professors to
work on your Japanese

TUESDAY

Realms of Faith: Medieval Art

Page Commons
8 a.m.
Donate your blood to the American Red Cross

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

.

7:30 p.m.
Lecture on "Tactile Seeing in the Middle Ages:
Metalwork and Stained Glass " given by Virginia
Raguin, Professor of Art History at the College of
the Holy Cross

Visiting Writers Event
7 p.m.
Author of many books of poetry, Mark Halliday, is a
winner of a Guggenheim Fellowship and Rome
Prize and currently a professor at Ohio University

Beach Bum Blonde

.
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Was $3Z99- now

$16.99+ tax & deposit

Diamond 142

M/7/er Library- Robinson Room

Blood Drive

„

%79

Was $28 " now

'

$15.95+ tax &
deposit

Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm , Thurs until 10 pm , Fri
& Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import beers In
Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

www. weather, com

Local Events

_

Career award
presented to
John Turturro

Happening in town
Common Ground Country Fair

By ISAAC OPPER
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

Crosby Brook Road,
Unity, Maine

For a week and .1 half this summer, like the past eleven summers,
Waterville played host to the Maine
International Film Festival Peop le
oi all ages flocked to see the almost
100 films that played around town.
Films were mostly shown at
Railroad Square Cinema , the local
independent movie theater; however , many films were shown at the
Waterville Opera House Movie
bulTs could see an assortment of
movies ranging from foreign Films
to documentaries, independent films
to The Big Lebowski.
One examp le of a film shown is
A Road Not Taken. This documents the history of the solar panels that Jimmy Carter installed on
the roof of the White House during
his Presidency. After President
Reagan took the panels down , 3
small environmentall y conscious
college in rural Maine boug ht
them and installed them ta their
dining halls. That college was
Unity College, about thirty minutes northeast of Waterville
Films did not focus solely on the
Central Maine area A variety of
hig h quality foreign films were
shown as part of the Festival One
example ts A Secret. This French
film is about a Jewish family living
in Pans during World War II Their
struggle is documented through the
eyes of their son. bom shortly afler
the war. who tries to extract from his
parents the story of how they survived and what happened to their
relatives. A Secret was nominated
for eleven Cesar Awards, the French
version of the Oscars.
Over 9,000 people were admitted
to see the movies , including many
Colby students who spent their summer on campus. Liz Millikin '10
was one of them.

Friday, September 19 - Sunday, September 21
9:00 AM - 6:00 PM

Come see what everyone's talked about. The
Common Ground fair has singing, dancing,
organic Maine-grown food, a 5k race, Maine
crafts and plenty of fun. See what has 50 ,000
people coming back year after year.

Casco Bay Tummlers
First Congregational Church,
Corner of Eustis Parkway and Main Street
Waterville, Maine
Sunday, September 21
3:00 PM
Jewish klezmer music comes to Waterville,
Maine! The Casco Bay Tummlers are a musical
quintet playing the accordion , drums , clarinet,
flute and bass. Admission is free, but a donation is requested.

Get Up Downtown
Jorgensen's Cafe
103 Maine Street, Waterville
Thursday, September 25
6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Meet students from Unity College, Thomas
College and Kennebec Valley Community
College as well as fellow Colby students down
at Jorgensen 's Cafe for free coffee , pastries ,
raffle prizes and an open mic.

Organ ization
empowers
teenage girls

Every Thursday until November 20
2:00 PM - 6:00 PM

By KATRINA GRAVEL

Every Thursday in downtown Waterville local
farmers come together to offer a variety of
locally grown produce and homemade goods.
Ranging from fruits and vegetables to cheese
and herbs , the farmers market has everything
you need for a good meal away from Foss ,
Dana or Bobs.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

WEEKLY EVENTS
'

Monday:

4 PM - 10PM . Open Mic with John Hodgdon at
Malnely Brews Tavern and Restaurant

Tuesday:

4 PM - 10 PM . Blues Jam with Dave Mello at
Malnely Brews Tavern and Restaurant
6 PM

Wednesday:
8 PM, Live Jazz at The Speakeasy

Thursday:

7 PM Trivia Night at Malnely Brews Tavern and
Restaurant
6 PM 8 PM. Live Jazz at The Speakeasy

Friday:

6 PM - 9 PM . Live Jazz at The Speakeasy
Saturday:
6 PM 9 PM. Live Jazz at The Speakeasy

"It was really great to have the
outside world come to Waterville ,"
she said. "It 's not thought of as an
international place, but we really did
have the opportunity to sec some
great works of film that I would not
have been able to see otherwise."
The Film Festival did more than
just provide locals an opportunity
to see movies they would otherwise
not have the chance to sec. In addition to the 100 films shown , the
festival broug ht over sixty filmmakers to Waterville for the event.
These experts in the field led formal panel discussions as well as
informal chats with those interested
in the film industry about what
happens behind the scenes.
One such filmmaker was John
Turturro. who won the 2008 MidLife Achievement Award Turturro
has acted in a variety of different
movies, having worked with Spike
Lee in the movies Do the Rig ht
Thing and Jungle Fever, and the
Cohen Brothers in the Barton f i n k .
The Big Lebowski. and O Brother.
Where Art Thou? Me also has written and directed movies and won an
Fmmy award for his work on the
television show Monk. According

to the statement by the Film
Festival Programmer, Ken Eisen ,
Turturro won the award because
"he 's one of the strongest and most
unique voices in the independent
film world, and one whose directing, writing and acting always
bespeak a fierce , intelligent and
adventurous curiosity, attributes
that we try to highlig ht every year
in the films at the festival."
This year the Festival had a special Colby flavor to it. Henry Powell
"09 spent his summer working to
organize the festival. After learning
about the internship from a Career
Services e-mail while abroad , he
called to interview and got the job
With only about ten people organizing the event , he was able to p lay
a large role. He had two main tasks:
convincing newspapers, radio stations, and television stations to provide free advertising since the
Festival is a non-profit and organizing the process of getting all the
movies to Waterville and then shipping them back.
"Some of the movies were so rare
that there are onl y three or four
[copies] in existence, " he said ,
which meant that tracking the ship-

ments became very important
One benefit of the job was thai
during the Festival Powell had
plenty of free time to see the
movies. His favorite part of the job .
however, was spending time surrounded b y peop le who spend
much of their time going to different film festivals.
"It was a wonderful experience
to spend time around peop le who
love film and art as much as many
of the people there did ," he said,
adding, "it was also great to
spend time getting to know the
peop le who make Waterville run .
to see where Waterville is headed
and the attempts people are making to combine Colby to
Waterville more ."
When asked what he most took
away from the experience, Powell
said "I now have much more of a
love for Waterville than before and
an appreciation of how much
Waterville residents are trying to
help Colby students be part of the
community. " He also said that it was
great to sec how the '"brain child' 1 of
the owners of Railroad Square
Cinema has become such a prominent event

Local group breaks stereotypes

The Concourse
Main Street , Waterville

Sunday:

WWW BtOGS VIII IAGEVOCE COW

John Turturro won the 2008 Midlife Achievement Award at the Maine International Film Festival.

HARDY GIRLS HEALTHY WOMEN

Downtown Waterville Farmers' Market

10 AM ¦ 2 PM. Jazz Brunch at Soup 2 Nuts Coffee
11 AM - 1 PM . Jazz Brunch at The Speakeasy

Area plays host to film festival

y

On Friday, October 3. a variety of
teachers, school administrators and
program directors will meet at Colby
to take part in a day-long workshop
designed to provide participants with
the knowledge and skills necessary
to hel p girls develop into strong,
health y individuals. This workshop
is just one of the many programs
offered by Hardy Girls Health y
Women (HGHW). a non-profit organization that strives to improve the
lives of girls and women as well as
the quality of their communities
Their mission statement is "to create
opportunities, develop programs and
provide services that empower girls
and women " They accomp lish this
by running workshops and training
participants to create a supportive
community that allow s girls to thrive
and by working directl y with girls to
lap into their creativity and encourage them to think outside of socirestrictions.
The
ety 's
Waterville-bascd group was co-created by Karen Heck . Lynn Cole, and
Professor of Education Lyn Mikcl
Brown
Unlike many programs for girls ,
the Hard y Girls program p laces the
emp hasis on the environments in
which girls live rather than on
internal issues As they state on
their website , "we believe that it is
not the girls, but rather the culture
in which they live that is in need of
Tepair. " Instead of picking a single
issue such as body image or drug
use . the Hardy Girls program
focuses on developing safe com-

munities in which girls arc able to ingful work ," Brown said. "We
grow and learn These places are bring girls together, offer them a way
referred to as "Hardiness Zones," of working, introduce a critical
and they hel p girls thrive by pre- vocabulary, take them seriousl y as
senting them with challenges and people with the power to change the
new experiences , as well as support landscape, disrupt the way things
in a society that often fails to pro- usually go, challenge assumptions in
vide positive influences for young ways that free them up to do their
women. Hardiness Zones can range best work ." The programs are
from small discussion groups of designed for girls in the second to
girls and women to large work- twelfth grades.
shops and programs; the common
HGHW also offers a variety of
factor is the emp hasis on the resources to hel p raise awareness in
health y developthe community
ment and the needs
Their
Lending
of girls and women
Library has an
in a community
extensive collecGirl s today are
tion of books,
constantly inundatmagazines
and
ed with images and
films
covering
messages
about
top ics such as
how they should
advice and guide
look , think , act , and
books for girls ,
feel. Magazines ,
feminist studies,
commercials, carwomen 's fiction,
toons , clothing, and
children 's literaadvertisements are
ture , and careers
just a few of the
These materials
ways irnl society
arc available for
enforces ideas of
the public to take
Lyn Mikel Brown out for a twowhat it is to be
Professor
of
Education
and
"feminine "
and
week
lending
co-fautvder of HGHW
"beautiful ." often
period; the library
w.volM.fc ..HJA/M1UIC
is open ivionuay
standards
for
through Friday. 9
women to live up to. Girls are a.m -5 p.m. There is also the option
encouraged to be flirty, sexy and of scheduling one of several Hardy
cute , with little to no emphasis on Girls speakers for occasions such as
their intellect , pcrsonalit , or aspira- orientations , conferences, or diversitions While some steps have been ty training. Details of speakers and
made in a positive direction , there presentation topics can be found on
arc still many changes that need to the HGHW website.
be made 111 the way society views
The organization is supported by
and values young women. HGHW a Board of Directors, a National
programs work toward initiatin g Advisory Board , and a Girls
these changes and teaching girls to Advisory Board. In addition to these
challenge gender stereotypes. "Our boards. Gemma Laser, a graduate of
job is to listen to what girls tell us Mount Hol yoke College, serves as
they need and then to provide the the Outreach Coordinator. The
opportunities , resources , and the Waterville head quarters is staffed by
scaffolding for their creative , mean- Megan Williams and Jackie Dupont.

Our job is to listen to what the
girls tell us they
need and then
provide the
opportunities ,
resources , and
the scaffolding
for their work.

who are both Colby graduates; they
serve as the Executive Director and
Program Coordinator, respectivel y.
When asked wh y she stayed in
Waterville , Jackie Dupont , a member of the initial pilot program for
coalition leaders, responded that she
"enjoys working with the girls
engaging them in critical thoug ht ol
the culture they live in, and engaging
them in social action projects to
change the parts of their culture thai
don 't work for them and are damaging to girls "
"1 didn 't have anything like this
when I was in junior hi gh," Dupont
said. "It is rewarding to see the benefits for the girls and for myself,
since we 're all working together to
change a culture that is both damaging to girls and limited in what 's promoted for girls. "
HGHW has a vision that "all girls
and women experience equality ,
independence , and safety in then
everyday lives " It is a group of dedicated individuals working hard to
change their communities into safer,
more accepting environments for
girls.

WANT TO HELP?

HARDY GIRLS HEALTHY WOMEN
OFFERS A RANGE OF JOBS FOR
ANYONE INTERESTED IN WORK
ING WITH AND HELPING GIRLS,
INCLUDING INTERNSHIPS AND
VOLUNTEER POSITIONS.
PROFESSOR BROWN S ED 332
STUDENTS ARE CURRENTLY
1
RUNNING GIRLS COALITION
GROUPS IN LOCAL SCHOOLS ,
AND SHE IS LOOKING FOR ADDI
TIONAL STUDENTS TO BECOME
"MUSES - TO GIRLS IN THE
FIFTH TO EIGHTH GRADES.
MORE INFORMATION CAN BE
FOUND AT
WWW.HARDYGIRLSHEALTHYWO
MEN.COM

Local schools get their grades for No Child Left Behind

Number of schools
that did not make
progressincreased
By CHELSEA EAKIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The number of public schools in
Maine making adequate yearly
progress in improving standardized
test scores decreased this past school
year, according to recent data
released by the state Department of
Education.
An article from the Sept. 9
Morning Sentinel said that in reading, 139 schools statewide did not
make sufficient progress in testing
during the 2007-08 school year,
compared to 121 during the 2006-07
academic year. In math, 117 schools
did not meet the benchmark this
year, compared to 74 last year.

The article also said that overall , 62
percent of schools statewide met the
Adequate Yearly Progress benchmark.
The Adequate Yearly Progress, or
AYP, measure is a result of the federal No Child Left Behind Act.
sweeping education legislation that
became law in 2002 and required
standardized testing for public
school students in grades 3 through 8
and 11.
Don
Reiter ,
Princi pal
of
Waterville Senior Hi gh School
(WSHS) said that the ever-increasing targets set by No Child Left
Behind are challenging to meet.
Reading targets for grades 3-8 last
year were set at 50 percent compared
with this year 's 58 percent. High
school targets for reading were
increased to 57 percent this year, up
from 50 percent. Math targets for
grades 3-8 were raised by 10 percent
and for high school students by 12
percent.
By 2014 , according to the

Department of Education, the target
will be 100 percent of students either
meeting or exceeding expectations.
Two years ago WSHS did not make
AYP. but it did the following year
This year it did not make AYP.
"All schools will be on the list of
schools not making AYP by 2014
unless our next president makes
some serious change ." Reiter said.
•'Another huge issue is the hick of
support The federal and state governmentswill tell you that they spend
inordinate amounts of money on supporting schools who do not make
adequate yearly progress. The problem is that that support is not available until a school has failed to meet
the AYP benchmark for at least two
years. Obviously it is much more difficult to rectif y such a situation than
to provide the support up front "
The first year a school fails to
show progress, it is put on monitor
status and is required to develop a
two-year improvement p lan. If it fails

to make progress for a second year,
parents are given the option to transfer their students to higher-performing schools and Title I funds are
allocated in specific ways under federal law By the sixth year of failing
to make progress, a school must
imp lement a restructuring p lan ,
which may involve replacing administration and staff or hiring an outside
firm to run the school
"I' ve long been one to caution
against rel ying too heavil y on standardized tests as the only basis for
making big decisions such as
whether a student graduates or
whether a school is put on AYP.
Much of the research suggests using
such scores as one part of a triangulation that also includes classroom
grades and local assessments,"
Reiter said. Looking beyond test
scores , he said, one would sec that
students at his school, given all the
barriers they face, are performing at
a higher level than expected.

Only 62 percent of schools statewide met the Adequate Yearly
Progress tests as required by the No Child Left Behind Act of 2002.

JACK THE MUSICAL

oroadway production comes
to Waterville
By ISAAC OPPER
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

On Monday, the Waterville Opera
House played host to a staged reading
of the Broadway musical Jack. Written
by Tom Sawyer and Maine native Will
Holt, Jack details the rise of the
Kennedy family and John F. Kennedy 's
campaign for the presidency.
Although Tom Sawyer began to
wntc the musical in 1982 , the musical was not shown until May 7, 1993
at the Goodspeed Opera House in
Connecticut. After this production ,
it was produced again at the
University of Oklahoma in 1995 and
at the Olympia Theatre in Dublin ,
Ireland. The Waterville showing
was not a full production , missing
the full set, costumes, and orchestra
It was. however, still a sight to
behold. The original Broadway
actors acted alongside local citizens.
Jack starts by detailing John F.
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The producers
described to
the purpose of
the staging as
a way "to offer
Maine theaterlovers... a
chance to celebrate and
support the
Opera House."
Kennedy 's time in college, trying to
escape from his older brother 's
immense shadow. It then chronicles
his journey, from his brother dying,
to his father 's insistence that
Kennedy take his brother 's place in
politics , to his original run for
Congress. It then turns to his relationship with Jacqueline Bouvier.
his run for office , his presidency,
and ultimatel y his assassination.
In conjunction with the showing,
Goldfarb Family Distinguished
Professor of Government Cal
Mackenzie and Chrisian A. Johnson
Distinguished Teaching Professor in
History Rob Wcisbrot, co-authors of
"The Liberal Hour: Washington and
the Politics of Change in the 1960s,"
spoke about the politics of the era.
"It was reall y great to get a taste
of Broadway in Waterville, Maine,"
Sarah Whitfield *09 said. Randi
Arsenault '09 agreed, adding that
"the panel of speakers at Colby
added a lot to the experience; Tom
Sawyer really set the play up well."
The producers described the purpose of the staging as a chance "to
offer Maine theater-lovers and political activists...a chance to come
together to celebrate and consider
visionary leadership...and to support
the Waterville Opera House's campaign to restore the historic theater."
In providing the citizens of Waterville
an entertaining night and splendid
show, they surely succeeded.
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Green Colby sets, implements environmental standards
Murp hy believes that the LEED- joined by two others nearby. (A
sawiness of these members is inte- new pond system is near complegral to the program 's success. "Not tion , see article on page 2).
FEVXRES EDITOR AND
Besides serving a practical puronly do we fully understand the susSPECIAL PROJECTS EDITOR
tainable princip les going into project pose, the retention ponds are also
development , but we also are better widely used for academic
equipped to educate others about the research Dale DeBlois, PPD's
[!' there is one thing that Patricia
Environmental Program Manager,
designs that we propose ," she said.
Murphy. Director of the College's
However useful for building pro- regularly monitors the ponds for
Physical Plant Department (PPDt.
the
Maine Department of
LEED
certification
is
not
jects.
to
want * the Colbj communit >
Environmental Protection, among
app licable to all construction that
keep in mind about Green CoIb>
takes p lace on campus. In those his many other contributions to
initiatives, it is that "we .ire making
instances where LEED principles
Green Colby. As part of his efforts ,
a lot o! progress , but there is still a
do not apply, mainl y natural works he developed Global Positioning
lot to be done
,
the
College
crafts
its
own
System (GPS) grids to chart d.c
projects
Since its formal inception in the
strict standards. Exemplary of ecosystem 's progress. Students
earh 2000s. the College 's Green
green projects designed by the and faculty alike use this GPS sysColb\ movement has made great
College is the new Harold Alfond tem to conduct research on everystrides and earned international
Stadium , which includes the foot- thing from soil stratification to the
acclaim What began as a campusof
ball field and track and field com- various species of amphibians that
w ide aw akening to the ments
FILE PHOTO
p lex. The project was carefully are found naturally in the pond Pulver Pavilion, opened in September 2007. is among several campus
recycling and resource conservation
buildings with LEED certification f o r sustainable design.
planned from start to finish in order environment.
has evolved into a multi-lateral coalito leave the least impact on the surtion of students, faculty, administraGREEN GRADUATION and
Physical changes to graduation Unsworth said. Additionally, the
rounding environment. The black
tors and staff to improve the campus "
GREEN ORIENTATION
week activities were many and var- Green Team promoted the annua
fence built up around the track
overall sustainabilitv. The Goddardied. The formal Commencement RESCUE (Recycle Everything Save
(which will remain intact until the
Hodgkins dormitory. Environmental
Last fall, one student decided to Exercises program used on gradua- Colby 's Usable Excess) sale by help
project 's official completion at the
Coalition
and
Env ironmental
end of September) prevents soil take her research even further and tion day was shortened by four pages ing students move purchased furni
Advisory Group are among the most
erosion. Vehicle thruways on and implement it as an official Green and printed on 100% recycled paper ture to their dorms in PPD '«
off the site arc arranged to limit Project. Alaina Clark '08 developed using soy ink. The annua! lobster electric-powered car, nicknamed the
the disp lacement of soil and the idea of a Green Graduation as bake was furnished with categorized Electric Gator. Since it was foundet!
debris onto the surrounding part of her senior project. The plan compost bins, an effort which dra- in 200 1 , the RESCUE sale has resole
roads and into nearby water- was to make the 2008 Senior Week matically cut down on waste. thousands of items discarded by stuways- As with other recent pro- and Commencement Exercises fully Murphy concedes that the compost- dents the previous school year. Firstjects , materials used in the sustainable. After Clark brought her ing made clean-up from the event years also received compaci
complex 's construction are sepa- proposal to the Environmental more arduous, "but it was worth it , fiorescent light bulbs (CFLs) foi
rated for easy recycling upon the Advisory Group, the College signed and we got some great ideas from their dormitory rooms, the remaindci
on to the idea and worked for months this first attempt to make next year 's of which will be distributed throughproject 's completion.
Perhaps the most creative com- to revise the way Commencement is [Green Graduation] more efficient "
out the upcoming year.
Katie Unsworth *10 carried her
"People are considering environponent of the complex 's sustain- staged and resources are used.
"The
great
thing
about
the
Green
's
abihty is the banking created on
involvement with last year Green mental policies more [right now]
each end and the northern side of Graduation project was that it high- Commencement into this year by because of the election. I think the
the main field. To install a turf lighted all of the [green] things on helping to organize the College 's first election , combined with the trendifield, constructors must dig into the campus that we already do," Green Orientation. She is particular- ness of green initiatives, has everyearth approximately three feet and Murphy said. She emphasized that, ly pleased with the educational com- one 's attention ," Unsworth said
Rather than being a temporary fad.
then apply the layers according- although it was the College's first ponent of Green projects to date
ly—cement ,
water-permeable Green Graduation, it was not the "Education has certainly happened , she believes that heightened awareFILEPWO
materials,
and
the
turf.
Rather
than
first
major
Green
Project
,
and
so
especially
in
terms
of
talking
to
parness
about the environment is a perLast spring 's Green Graduation featured composting to reduce food wasU
bringing in more vehicles to trans- provided a platform to show stu- ents at the barbeques and lobster manent
and
ever-growing
port the leftover soil elsewhere, the dents, parents, faculty, and trustees bakes," she said. "People were par- phenomenon. "It is a movement thai
prominent groups dedicated to fur- window s for energy-free tempera- complex's planners decided to build just how far the campus' commit- ticularly excited when we told them has gained more and more credibilithering env ironmental causes on ture control. The College has also up the green space around the field. ment to sustainability has come.
about Spudware and that the cups ty. It is no longer a question of'is the
Mayflower Hill
made a strong commitment to using In turn, the new banking provides
The 2008 Green Graduation was were made out of com," she added , environment an issue?' ...Everyone
local resources, including lumber optimum viewing for spectators and a desi gned around three main objec- referring to the utensils and plastic- realizes that it is an issue and that n
CONSTRUCTION
and cement , in all new construction natural wind screen. The only left- tives: to highlight existing efforts on ware used at both Commencement must be addressed."
.,„..!„
projects On the past two construc- over material from the complex 's campus, to make physical changes and Orientation, which is made from
Despite so many advanced susWhile the College is moving into tion projects, the College segregat- construction is the rock ledge that to the Commencement activities , natural products.
tainable initiatives occurring on camits second decade of expansive
ed 90 percent of the materials used was blasted before digging began. and to educate the community at
Although Green Graduation was a pus every day. Murphy stresses thai
green initiatives , the past few years to be recycled upon the projects ' This material has been transported to large about sustainable practices and more expansive event . Green "there is no mechanical solution that
have seen the most rapid progress to completion.
a church on Rice Rips Road behind why they are important. "[The Orientation followed many of the replaces personal responsibility. "
date Major campub renovations and
While Murphy concedes that other the College to be used in the con- three-part design] just made sense," same princi ples. "[The College] Students should take it upon themnew construction have allowed for colleges in the NESCAC may use struction of a new parking lot.
said Murphy. "So much has already bought offsets for all of the emis- selves, she said, to turn off lights and
ample opportunity to improve sus- sustainable methods in building proAnother main component of the been done (to make the campus sions from the COOT vans and appliances when not in use and close
tainable practices
jects , she stresses the importance of many renovations and additions car- more sustainable), and so many peo- buses, as well as from the civic windows and doors when heating or
The
Schair-Swenson-Watson
LEED certification as a benchmark ried out on the campus in recent ple are involved. It 's about pulling engagement trips," Unsworth said. cooling systems are on. Recycling
-Mumm Center , opened in July 2005. "stamp " "Other colleges may say years is the implementation of reten- all of those components together She also added that the company that only works when students take the
was the first building at the College to they are sustainable, but until you tion ponds for natural runoff caused and celebrating them."
the College purchases its offsets time to deposit waste materials into
be LEED Certified The Leadership in have an objective third party evaluat- by rain and storms. These retention
Student leaders set up information from spends the revenue promoting the correct bins, an effort Murphy
Energy and Environmental Design ing your efforts and giving them the ponds were first planned during the booths and led tours during the use of wind power.
hopes will be aided by redesigned
I LEEDi Green Building Rating seal of approval , it 's hard to say Colby Green project, a project that Commencement week to demonThe Orientation Green Team, a recycling receptacles. CFLs, like
System is a third-party certification exactly what that susta inability included
the
Schair-Swenson- strate green work already in effect on coalition of environmentally-con- those given to incoming first-years,
system that encourages and rewards means, and what kind of difference Watson Alumni Center, Lunder campus. This included tours of scious students, hel ped their peers contain mercury, and thus should be
sustainable development nationwide. it 's making for the campus communi- House Admissions Center, and Colby LEED certified buildings and with recycling plastic wrapping and given to PPD or custodial staff for
The Schair-Swenson-Watson Alumni ty." she said. She also noted that all Green lawn space. Water runoff was grounds, and the newly trayless din- other waste products as they moved proper disposal.
Center was the College 's first attempt six of the College 's green project designed to flow down the hill in ing halls. Statistics and informative into their dormitory rooms. "We
For more information about Green
at LEED certification, and was award- management members are LEED front of Miller Library, around the articles about the College's success- went around to all of the dorms on Colby and other environmental proed with a Sih er degree'—an incredible certified , a process that includes lawn, and behind the buildings into a es, including offsetting its carbon both move-in days and made sure grams and initiatives on campus,
feat for a first attempt "We learned a attending a series of classes and suc- natural pond. This retention pond is emissions, were displayed promi- that everything that could be recy- please visit the Green Colby website
lot from that initial application." said cessfully completing a final exam. still in effective use, and has been nentl y throughout campus.
cled was put into the correct bins," at www.coIby.edu/green.
BY ELLEN LONDON and
ANNA KELEMEN

Murphy "We had hoped for Gold, but
w ere more than happy with Silver. If
anything, the Alumni Center certification was an official signifier to those
m the New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) and
beyond of the College 's continued
commitment to green initiatives, and
the experience left us with p lenty to
build on "
Following suit , the recent Cotter
Union renovations , including the
additions of Pulver Pavilion and
Cotter Union, applied for and
received a Silver LEED certificate
The newl y-renovated PerkinsWilkins and Pierce dormitories,
completed this past summer, have
already been entered into the candidacy for LEED certification
Obvious structural imp lementations that follow LEED and other
environmental standards include
sizeable and strategically-p laced
windows for ample natural sunlight: indoor air quality warranted
by the use of low-fume paints and
adhesives. and operable doors and

HISTORY LESSON

Campus newspaper framesstudent issues, then and now
change received "flattering reports"
and necessitated the addition of four
additional editors, bringing the overall
On today's college campuses , the number to ten Finally, in 1898, the
student newspaper is often taken for paper took on its present form as a
granted Whether a paper is published
weekly publication.
daily, weekl y, or monthl y, college stuSince its inception , the Echo has
dents across the nation can count on played an important role in College
freshl y delivered, student-generated affairs Former College Historian
papers to keep them up to date on Ernest Cummings Marriner noted
their school's latest happenings
that "occasionally its pertinent sug'let w hat most students do not realgestions have found their way into
ize is how long it has taken for col- action on the part of trustees."
lege newspapers to take on the forms
One of the most notable examples
they exist in today The College's of the paper shaping student life is
own Echo is no exception, and boasts found in the escapades of Joseph
a long and stoned history
Cobum Smith '24 Smith, who sufThe Echo was preceded by the fered from stuttering induced by
annuall y printed Oracle, now the excitement (and as current College
moniker for the College ' s yearbook
Historian and Professor Emeritus
In IN original form, the Oracle was Earl Smith points out in Mayflower
,
an annuall y;printed "year-in-review" Hill , this often occurred when he
publication As such, news was spoke about Colby i. was the student
indeed reported at the College , but editor of the Echo during his undernot until the end of the semester
graduate years Because Colby so
When the Echo came into exis- often upset predictions of local
lence it was printed on a monthly sportswnters. Josep h Smith suggestbasis until 18fc6 . when the editors ed in an editorial that the College
moved to a semi-monthly basis The adopt a white mule as its mascot to
track's Review of the Year" lauded drown out the frequent "dark horse"
IN transition, and noted that the
comments At the following ColbyBy ALEXANDER RICHARDS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Bates game, a group of students
brought a white mule to the game.
After Colby won, the mascot stuck.
Notably, co-editors Rick Manley
'83 and Carla Thompson '85 called
for the moose to replace the white
mule as the College mascot. This suggestion was met with great uproar, and
was only settled upon the donation of
the Mule statue by the Class of 1943.
The Echo editorial's exploits, however, extend far beyond the realm of
choosing a mascot. During the 1930s,
Echo editor Roland Gammon '37
took a hard-line stance in favor of the
New Deal. This caused an outcry in
Republican Maine to the extent that
the Morning Sentinel and the
Portland Press Herald called for the
"gagging of the upstart editor. " Then
College President Franklin Johnson
came to the defense of Gammon, stating that "free speech and free press
are as much a Colby tradition as a
constitutional guarantee " In this way.
Earl Smith writes in Mayflower Hill,
the Echo became Maine 's first
Democratic newspaper
Through the rest of the twentieth
century, the Echo continued to push
the envelope. The editors often took

unfavorable stances regardingcollege,
local, and national issues. This included, but was not limited to, calling for
the impeachment of Richard Nixon
and encouraging ''throwing the book"
at underground fraternities.
Over the years the Echo has nor
been immune to criticism. In fact.
President Robert Strider moved to disassociate the Echo from the College
after a period of purportedly "obscene"
material was printed and offensive articles were written. In response, the
Echo editors argued that although editorials were not always "objective,"
being fair was of utmost priority.
In responding to Strider 's attack ,
the editors made a point to highlight
the College's history of promoting
journalism and freedom of the press.
Most notably, they cited the example
of Elijah Parish Lovejoy, an 1826
graduate who was murdered by a
mob for printing his abolitionist
views in 1837.
Over the years, the Echo has
become a cornerstone of campus life.
Equally important, however, is the
role that the Echo plays in connecting
the current Colby student to the alumni and the College's history. This

point is made clear vn reading the
many histories of the College, in
which College historians rely heavil y,
and in some cases, exclusively, on the
news stories, opinion pieces and editorials printed in the Echo. Whenever
the next history of the College is written, its author will undoubtedly turn

to the annals of this paper to try and
understand what is important to, and
what it means to be a Colby student ai
any given moment in time .
Information for this feature was
drawn from works by College historians Earl Smith (current), Edwin
Whittetnore, and Ernest Marriner.
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The Echo staff, 1916-17, nearly four decades after the paper wasfounded

I Cyclists take on summer adventures

WHO'S WHO: CARY FINNEGAN '09

Two students ride
cross-country and
to Mayf lower Hill
By MADELINE GORDON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

COUHTESV OF CARY FINNEGAN

Cary Finnegan '09 p lays varsity lacrosse and is a veteran leader in SGA.

The College seems to draw and
inspire adventurous individuals. As a
first-year, Cosme Del Rosano-Bell
'12 arrived on campus with his mother like most of his peers, except by a
sli ghtly different route: they biked to
Mayflower Hill from their home in
New York City. Perhaps more
impressive, Del Rosario-Bell built
the track bike he rode himself. "I like
to do things myself," he said, adding
that he also puts together headphone
amplifiers and computers.
Originally inspired by a friend in
a cycling club, years ago he said
with unshakable certainty to his
friends, "Wherever I get into college , I' m going to bike there ."
Determined to stay true to his word,
even if he went to school on the

West Coast, Dell Rosario-Bell left
home eleven days before orientation
to travel the 600 miles to Waterville
Leah Gourlie '09 also took on
the open road this summer, albeit
exploring a comp letel y different part
of the country: she
biked
from
Yorktown , Vi rginia
to San Francisco ,
California. Her trek
was an effort to promote
awareness
about climate change
and raise money for
ISky, an organization that advocates
for immediate federal action concerning
warming.
global
Although Gourlie did
"nothing " as far as
previous training for
the trek and was riding a touring bike , she and her best
friend Kelsey Stone of Lehig h
University took only one day of rest
during their ride , which spanned

seven and a half weeks and averaged seventy-five miles per day
Listening to Del Rosano-Bell talk
about the "100 mile view" he rode in
Vermont and Gourlie describe the
friendly, generous people she
met along the
way (most ol
whom were in
Kansas).
one
might be tempted to trade ir
one 's laptop foi
a
bicycle
However , there
were times ol
low morale due
to fatigue foi
both nders, anc
in Gourlie 's case
legitimate feai
when a group ol
hig h school kid- l
surrounded hei
tent in the night and proceeded tc ¦
shake it and yell as a joke. "After thai
we just biked 115 miles a day to gel
out of Nevada," she recalled.

Now back at
school with the
stress of deadlines and the
general complexity of life ,
[Gourlie] is
eager for another experience
like cycling.

Reflecting on her journev.
Gourlie admitted that "you don 't
realize how intense it is until you ' re
done." Now back at school with the
stress of deadlines and the general
comp lexity of life, she is eager for a
another experience like cycling
"Being so simp le like that ." she
said, referring to her days when the
hig h points were eating a bowl of
Ramen noodles , "1 really miss
that." However, she said the adventure does not necessarily need to be
on a bike , and it certainly does not
have to be crossing the country
again. "I could never go over those
mountains now that I know how
hard they arc! We just wanted to get
from point A to point B," she said.
Del Rosario-Bell also wants to
repeat the experience , althoug h for
him it will most likely be by bicycle. "I want to bike the Pan
American Highway," he said. "I
don 't know if it 's bikeable. but it
would be so sweet." The Hig hway
begins in the US, continues throug h
Mexico and Central America , and
ends in Argentina.

SGA Vice President
is true team player
dramatic election run-off , she
hopes to make future election
cycles "less intrusive" and "more
simple and efficient " for the candiLast year 's campai gn for dates and their voters. "Knocking
Student Government Association on doors when students are study(SGA)
President
and
Vice ing, plastering fliers everywhere,
President had all of the trappings and the agonizing race to the finof a certain national contest in ish—that just wasn 't me. And [the
recent history: a grueling run-up electoral process] doesn 't have to
between two energetic parties; a be like that ," she says.
highly disputed allegation for disFinnegan also works closely with
qualification; and , finally, a run-off a growing number of groups and
to the final victory that left the stu- coalitions to address the culture surdent body, not to mention the can- rounding alcohol on campus. This
semester, she and the SGA are
didates, completel y exhausted.
As vice-president-elect , Cary reworking their "Party Right" proFinnegan '09 watched it all unfold gram in an effort to educate their
first-hand. And now as SGA's vice peers about safe and responsible
president, she vows that such a tor- socializing. "We need a change in
turous election cycle will never hap- the culture here so that people know
that they can go out and have fun and
pen again.
"[The election dispute] wasn 't not cross the line. "
about who won or who lost ," recalls
The housing process can play a
Finnegan. "It was about making sure large role in this culture shift ,
that the electoral process was con- Finnegan believes. Accordingly,
ducted in a fair
she is working with
manner. Students
the SGA to encourall over campus
age community by
rallied to that
revising the way
rooms on campus
cause, and it was
refreshing to see."
are filled. While
Finnegan began
she feels that dorher career in stumitories "should
dent government
definitely remain
by applying for
mixed-class ," she
membership on the
proposes a more
even distribution of
College's Judiciary
Board as a firstchoice rooms for
year in spring
seniors.
"After
2006. By that time
being
[at
the
she was already
College] for three
years, I don 't think
playing on the varsity lacrosse team,
many students can
of
which
she
argue that seniors
remains a member
should be taken
care of," she says,
today. "I was looking for something
Cary Finnegan '09 adding that while
to get involved
this method gives
SGA Vice President
with other than
underclassmen an
athletics,"
initial
disadvanshe
says. "At a school this small , sports tage , they will come to enjoy the
can become a huge part of your iden- same privilege in their final year.
tity, and I didn 't want my identity to Among ways to achieve a better
be all about that."
housing situation , Finnegan is
Though she has since stepped pushing to make the lottery system
down from the Judiciary Board to more transparent. Such initiatives
fully take on her role as SGA Vice include a publicized Alfond Senior
President , Finnegan maintains the Apartments draw where students
body 's importance to the College 's can get together and witness the
social and academic integrity. "I process first-hand. She also hopes
think it 's an important way for stu- to see greater student involvement
dents to have another venue when with dormitory renovations.
they slip up, instead of just having
Outside of her sterling political
the administration hand down sen- career, Finnegan is a sociology and
tences from above."
women 's, gender , and sexuality
This same belief prompted studies double-major. She also
Finnegan to run for Perkins-Wilson plays the trumpet and enjoys being
Dorm President for her sophomore a member of the varsity lacrosse
year, an office she won and main- team , although she admits that "athtained until this year. "It 's such a letics , academics, and SGA can
cool idea, students getting input on sometimes be a lot to handle!"
the College's disciplinary and social Upon graduating this spring, she
life," she says. "We have a better hopes to stay in New England and
perspective on what 's actually going find a position coaching lacrosse ,
on where we live."
with the ultimate goal of earning a
As SGA's vice president , work- Master of Arts Degree. On begining in tandem with President ning her final year at the College,
Patrick Boland *09, Finnegan she is "ready and excited ," but adds
works on the entire SGA agenda. that "the idea of not returning here
Her main projects , however, next fall is killing me." So before
include electoral reform, alcohol that time, as SGA's vice president
policy, and a revamp ing of the and as the many other roles
College 's
infamous
housing Finnegan plays on campus , she is
process. On the heels of last year 's making her mark.
By ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

It 's such a cool
idea, students
getting input
on the
College's
disciplinary
and social life.
We have a better perspective
on what's actually going on
where we live.

Leah Gourlie '09 during the Utah leg of her cycling trip across the country this summer, a feat she undertook to raise awareness about global warming

Cycling club cruises, competes

Cyclists of all skill
levels ride f or
f un, competition

petition is accessible for nders of
varying abilities. In fact, senior nders
Massey and Josh Jamncr had not
competed in cycling pnor to joining
the Cycling Club during their freshman year, but now both will compete
in the "A" class events. Jamncr is the
By DYLAN PERRY
first Colby male to compete at this
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
level , and Massey is coming off a proDo you own a bike? Do you enjoy ductive 2007-08 season which conriding it? If you answered yes to these cluded with a 2nd place finish at the
two questions, you should definitel y Eastern finals at Dartmouth.
check out the Colby Cycling Club
Massey and Jamncr, along with
Founded in the '80s, the club now has fellow senior Byron Meincrth , will
over 40 members of all skill-levels. travel to the University of New
For most memHampshire
this
weekend for their
bers, the club funcfirst race of the year.
tions as a mailing
They will compete
list operated by
in both cross-counclub
president
try and downhill
Delia Massey '09.
bike
Members send out
Byron Meinerth '09 mountain
Colby Cycling Team events. Their year
weekly e-mails to
includes
a fall
organize
rides,
mountain bike seawhether they be on
son , followed by
mountain trails or
roads, strenuous or casual in nature. indoor training during the wmter, and
"We're always looking for more peo- finally concludes with road competiple," said Massey. "Some peop le are tions in the spring. They are all excitintimidated by the more serious nd- ed about the year that lies ahead , with
ers, but we are totally open to begin- Meincrth claiming to have an advanner and expert cyclers. You can put in tage entenng the season with the aid
as much as you want to get out of the of a personal mechanic, Chris
experience." The club emphasizes "Chnspy" Scharff '11. whom he
fun, fitness and an enthusiasm for the hired in the off-season. When asked
about the competition , Meinerth' s
sport of bicycling.
Of the 40 members, about 10 par- sole response was "I will crush
ticipate on the Colby Cycling Team. them."
The riders travel around New England
One concern the club members
and even as far south as New Jersey expressed was the effect rising gas
for races in the Eastern Collegiate prices has on their funds. Most of
Cycling Conference (ECCC) in their club money, allocated via the
Division II events. The ECCC spon- Athletic Department, goes to travel
sors a variety of skill levels, so com- expenses for their weekly competi-

tions. This season they are not sure
if the budget will cover the cost to
travel to all of the events, pushing
some of their travel costs into their
own pockets. However, the team
does have a source of independent
revenue in selling Colby Cycling
jerseys. Less expensive and more
up-to-date than their counterparts in
the bookstore , the jerseys were

voted the number one design in the
ECCC last year.
So go ahead , grab the discounted
jersey, join the club , and get out there
before the only biking you can do for
a few months is in the gym or down
the treacherous slopes of Sugarloaf
Mountain. For more information,
contact the club president . Delia
Massey, at dimasseyfii colby edu

I will crush
them.
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DAVE & BETTY BEGIN
47 Main Si
Waterville. Me
873-1010
Tues. -Frl.
7:30 a m - 5 p.m
7 3 0 a m -12 Noon
Closed Sun & Mon

Delia Massey '09 and Lauren Tracy '11 compete in a race at Dartmouth

DEBATE DEBATE DEBATE DEBATE DEBATE
ARE YOU TONGUE-TIED?

A POOR SPEAKER ?

LAME IN ARGUMENTS? AT A LOSS FOR WORDS?
JOIN THE GEORGE E. MURRAY DEBATE SOCIETY.
Learn how to flatten your opponents with your wit .
your eloquence, your logic, your arguments
PUT YOUR MIND WHERE YOUR MOUTH IS.
NO E X P E R I E N C E N E C E S S A R Y
Contact Alca Thompson at arthomps or Professor Mills at dhimlls

State Radio delivers strong message in performance

Band perf orms
as culmination of
Hill 'n the Ville
By

JENNIFER COX

OPINIONS ¦
-- roi

The giant bus p a r k e d outside ol
B i x l e r was p lastered w i t h b u m p e r
s t i c k e r s { i k e j billboard M u s h ered students inside, pr MUising .1
good, relaving n i n e with little
r e g a r d to aesthetics and much
emp hasis on thought State Radio .
.1 Massachusetts band comprising
C h u c k Fa> . Chad S t o k e s I rmston,
and M i k e Najanan w e r e waiting in
Given Vuditonum w i t h s m i l e s on
t h e i r faces and t h e i r i n s t r u m e n t s
r e s t i n g g e n t l y on their Lips
Having played .1 live set e a r l i e r in
the evening at H i l l 'n the V ille.
and m previous year> in Page
Commons. Stale R a d i o was read>
to deliver to their audience This
t i m e , there w o u l d be no electric
guitars
This
vv .1-, .t special,
s t r i p p e d d o w n , acoustic performance, making it m o r e honest and
raw In fact, there w eren 't even
enoug h mic> for t h e w h o l e set. hut
it didn ' t m a t t e r T h i s w a s about the
message ol the song s and a message t h e guy * had to deliver
After recently performing at an

anti-war rail) during the Democratic
National 1 omennon in Denver , CO.
the hand was read> to share part of
the political excitement they felt.
I hey showed .1 movie about the nonpro tit Headcount, an organization
that registers peop le to vote at converts Throug h live music, the organization reaches potential voters and
dishes out perks throug h contests
and discounts The m o v i e , w h i c h ran
for over hall an hour , echoed the

After recently performing at an antiwar rally during
the Democratic
National
Convention in
Denver, CO, the
band was ready to
share part of the
political excitement they felt.
recent surge on campus to become
political!) active, and encouraged
students to u t i l i z e their rig ht to vote
along with spreading the word.
Even after the mo\ le was over, the

band's three song set continued to
flow w ith the mood. Though
Urmston once p layed in the band
Dispatch. .1 group that often played
to enormous crowds of over 10(1.000
people , he looked comfortable and
content singing and p laying guitar in
the small , intimate room There w e r e
over titt y audience members w h o
had drifted in throug h the misty
night, and even.one was attentive to
the music. During two melodicsongs that rolled w i t h an oceanic
beat , students bobbed their heads
and listened intentl y.
One song, how e\ er . got the crow d
to their feet "The General. " one of
the most w e l l - k n o w n Dispatch
songs, resonated throughout the
a u d i t o r i u m as peop le clapped,
danced and smiled Dispatch, w h i c h
played their final concert in 2004 at
Boston 's Hatch Shell , may be a band
of the pa st , hut it was obvious that
"The General" is timeless for those
w h o have loved it for years, or
poignant for those who were hearing
it for the first time.
The lyrics jived with the message
that State Radio was a part of during
their trip to Colorado: / have seen
the others And / have discovered
that this f i g ht is not worth fi g hting I
have seen their mothers and I will
no other to follow me where I m
going The call for the end of war.
the reassurance of life in patriotism,
and the definition of honor haunted

KRIS MKUNOA/IHE COLBY I

Pictured here at Hill 'N The I "die. State Radio later performed an acoustic concert at the College.

the room.
The acoustic set was short, but it
wasn 't lacking The genuine effort of
the band and the tang ible passion
they emitted ballooned throug h the
air It was relaxed , but not carefree
It was musically entertaining, but

sociall y interactive as well State
Radio put on a livel y, electrical show
at Hill 'n the Ville on Saturday, however, the candor of their acoustic performance was an entirely different
experience. They allowed the audience to see them for w h o they reall y

are as a band: men of music, but 0
substance and purpose, too. It was ai
intimate capstone to Hill 'n the Villi and embodied the spirit of the day. 0
the campus , and of America.
Note: Thanks to Alec Oot *)0.

First musicalin yeare is huge success Waterville houses many

POWDER AND WIG

ART HOTSPOTS

Weekend 's perf ormance leaves the
audience traumatized and amazed
By KRIS MIRANDA
C0P> EDITOR

77ii> is a review ol fi n first of thm
perfbrmanct \ ' 30 p m on Friday
Sept 12
H a v e you e v e r felt awed and
vague!) traumatized at the same time '
If you attended The Rocky Horn,,
Show
Powder and Wig 's first production of the semester, a bizarre
musical jointly directed by \ l e \
Bassett '10 . Esther Boyd '09 and
10 you prohabl )
And) Boldue
know w h a t I mean Eig ht days before
hitting the stage, characters hadn ' t
ev en Keen cast, vet despite a few
"adaptation
this
of
glitches .
Frankenstein with a lot of music.
cross-dressing, and sex " (as described
by Bassett in the program 1 barreled
forth w i t h audacity, g lee and en, tew
missteps So that 's the awe
As for trauma ' Boldue •> program
notes may have put 11 best "to the parents of the cast don 't worry, your
children w i l l never have to he dressed
like this again " Fven for the many
"Roi h. Horror virgins" in attendance,
H was dear that things would get
sketch il)
intimate
1 intimate!)
sketchy? 1 before the play had even
begun, w i t h five suggestivel y-clad
"phantoms "
silently
wandering
Stnder Theater , slithering into theater'
goers personal bubbles, and exchanging caresses and meaningful stares

Kali

when thev crossed paths
N o m i n a l I ) starring sophomores
Petie Booth as (slut!) Janet and
Preston K.a\ anagh as (asshole!) Brad, a
couple w h o suffer a tire blow out and
seek aid at the creepy castle down the
road. RtK-k\ Homtr also show cased the
seeming!) limitless comedic talents of
Boldue as Dr Frank N Furter, a flamboyant and sexually shameless mad
scientist The play follows Janet and
Brad throug h their quick descent from
propriety into depravit), cataly zed by
Frank and seated in Janet 's case by the
newl y-completed
Rocky
(Henry
Powell "09). a supremel y endowed
muscle man created by. the doctor
Further details don 't matter ov ermuch, it takes a certain generosity to
call the sequence of flat-out weird
event.s that make up Rot h Horror a
p lot (aliens'' reall y 'I But that makes it
ni 1 less a triumph lor all those in\ olved
\s Boyd wrote, "ue are not concerned
with refinement but onl y with vibrant
energy, livel y enthusiasm, and the
absolute pleasure of this show " That,
none can dispute they delivered
Although Booth and Kavanagh had
some trouble projecting their singing
voices, they bore the responsibilities
of moral indignation and straightfaced confusion and distress very
admirabl y, it also takes a special confidence to allow oneself to be stripped
onstage. I imagine, and this they did
w ith nary a blink As for Boldue . there
arc no words, but stunning will do

A large supporting cast put familiar
Powder and Wig faces alongside newcomers to Stnder (if not to theater
generally), and all acquitted themselves well Mike Barren '09 in particular, as I gor analog incestuous
extraterrestrialkiller Riff Raff , lit a bit
of a fire under the show 's ass when U
still seemed to be finding its bearings—his wide-eyed, harshly-sung
first appearance was the first truly

We are not concerned with
refinement but
only with
vibrant energy,
lively enthusiasm, and the
absolute pleasure of the
show.
Esther Boyd 09
Artistic Director

laugh-out-loud moment not supp lied
by President of the College William
Adams ' surprise appearance as a previously recorded narrator, or by the
heckling instructed and prompted by
the directors. Barrett 's obvious intuition for the unsettling and the quirky
gave the show a gnn-inducing jolt

RlESrOf AiE»anSS( f

' . 'mm I I f lefti and HikeBarrett (right) 09 impressed audience members during last w eekend s' show

whenever he was onstage. Also standing out was Kathenne Gagnon ' 11 as
Riff Raff's sister, housekeeper
Magenta. She made up for having relatively few lines with an extravagance
to her movements, an accent of all-ornothmg campiness. and a tnily infectious smile that seemed to be as much
Gagnon 's as Magenta 's.
Lone first-year Abby Colella
brought "groupie" Columbia some necessarily incongruous naivete, and got a
couple of moments to shine in dance
and song. Powell as Rocky and Fntz
Freudenberger '09 as Frank's (Nazi?)
rival Dr Everett Scott also made the
most of small roles and earned somegood laughs.
Led by Hayley Didnksen ' 10, members of the Colby Dancers rounded out
the cast for a few ensemble song-anddance numbers, including crowd
favorite "Time Warp." which featured
Adams giving dance instructions in
short video segments scattered
throughout. And Brandon Castelino
' 10 as dehv cry boy Fddie had the oddest appearance of all . riding a scooter
onstage for one song before being
chased backstage by Frank to be beaten to death in a scene thai was one of
my favorites, few can match Castelino
in either song or shriek, or Boldue in a
look of satisfaction in violence
Given the timeline , onl y two problems bear noting, the first because it
actuall y hig hlig hted this cast 's dedication and talent Sejal Patel 09 as the
Usherette
soldiered
flawlessly
throug h an awkward sound system
glitch in the opening musical number,
staying on tempo and on pitch even
when her accompaniment was almost
inaudible. The second was that some
important recorded narration by
Adams was difficult to hear, which
made things hard to follow in an
already inherentl y shaky narrative
You'll note that both these problems were technical in nature, as
opposed to i n v o l v i n g any shortcomings in the performers, all of whom
seemed, impossibl y, to have memorized their lines without trouble But
don ' t think I' m slamming the crew : it
is painful to wonder how many hours
they put in , and how. exactl y, they fit
them into hectic bcgmning-of-theyear schedules Quite simply, without
them Rocky Horror would' ve been an
idle dream of lig hts and fishnets in the
directors ' heads.
And again , the magic number
here is eight eight days for 24 cast
members to learn lines, songs ,
blocking and choreography One
wonders when (or if) they slept.
Probably
not. They sacrificed
schoolwork and sanity to bring us
laug hter (and maybe tears)
And they did it all in heels

artistic gems worth a visit

Busting myths
about lack of downtown entertainment
After four years it can be tiring
to c o n t i n u o u s l y hear the p hrase
"t h e r e
is n o t h i n g
to do in
Waterville, " which becomes an old
excuse for the c o n t i n u o u s heavy
d r i n k i n g on campus. Not to
exclude myself from the masses. I
have often found myself comp laining about the lack of an entertainment
scene
in
downtown
Waterville. So upon entering my
senior year. I decided to investigate
that "fact " a little further. Contrary
to popular belief, there is much to
do in d o w n t o w n Waterville if one
takes the time to look
According to the M a i n e Arts
Commission
database , there
are 206 reg istered
artists
within a 20mile radius of
W a t e r v i lie.
This creative
c o m m u n i t y is
expanding and
we should take
advantage of it
w h i l e here.
The
Blue
M a r b l e
Gallery
is
located
rig ht
d o w n t o w n and
features many
artists ' work in
2.000 square
feet of display. The gallery w o r k s
to help promote artists and sell
t h e i r work
Often the G a ll e r y
works in collaboration with other
businesses downtown to disp lay
art I ast year it featured a disp lay
with C o l b y student 's work . It is

and historical papers and diaries
On Kennedy Memorial D n v i
you can find Flagships Cinemas
w h i c h offers the latest movies I
has eig ht screens, all with stadiun
seating and digital surround sound
It 's definitel y a great place to spent
a rainy day or to take someone on .
date , and of course it 's also grea
for a night out with friends to see ;
new show.
R a i l r o a d Square Cinema il
appropriatel y located in Railrodt
Square and plays mostl y indepen
dent films, oi
films with smal
r e l e a s e s
Occasionally i
has bigger shov\'
as well. It is I
smaller
theatei
but
the
film'
shown there an
always good.
The Watervillt
Opera House or
Common Streei
offers an array ol
plays throughout
the year, usualh
local
featuring

Waterville is definitel y bringing
new places to eat
at or to explore
and it would be a
shame to graduate Colby without
discovering all
there is to see
and do.

d e f i n i t e l y a place to check out
w h e n you have a free m or n i n g or
afternoon.
F r e s h w a t e r A r t s is downtown
as well and offers year-round arts
e d u c a t i o n programs for children
and a d u l t s . Classes are t a ug h t b y
professional Maine artists and are
offered in a variety of media ,
f r o m p o t t e r y tit d r a w i n g , sculpture
to printmaking
If you are into history, go to the
W a t e r v i l l e Historical Society and
R t ¦ i l l u s i o n M u s e u m on Silver
Street The Society functions as a
repository of local history, including collections of furniture , house._ ,
lw.I.1 ._ ..!.. .... .

actors
and
The
actresses.
facility seats 92:
people and ha<
hosted events put on by the Colleg*
in addition to it 's season schedule
Over the 2008-2009 season it ''
p u t t i n g on many productionincluding The Nutcracker Ballet it
the winter and Beauty and the Beas<
come the spring. On Monday
September 15 it featured a one ni gh
reading o f Jack , a play about the Iili
of John F. Kennedy (see article pagi
9) In the past they put on Chicago
which brought out many colleg'
students to go see it. It has also f«4
tured some Colby students in sonH
of its productions.
Of course , these are only a few
places in Waterville worth check,
ing out , but it certainly calls t<
question the notion that there vnothing
to
do
downtown
Waterville is definitely bringing ' r
new places to eat at or to exp loit
and it would be a shame to gradu
ate Colby without discovering al
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loTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: MARGIE GRIBBELL '09

>

BY
AROLINE WCKSON

C

IXE COL

/

ECHO

bbell enjoys to exaggerate various features of her artwork for effect.

^

>enior hopes to continle art after graduation

ribbell 's
ketches appear
i the Echo
By AMANDA MELLO
A&E EDITOR
\rt is one of those activities
\h often needs to be shared with
: world. Whether the message is
lineal , serious or funny, art has a
que ability to engage and enthrall
>p le with the subject. It can often
I stories about things we don 't
v. much about , or like the Maine
\ Art Trail , it can hel p piece
j .'ther historical stories about
.rvday life in a particular area.
ir^ic Gribbell *09 is a student at
I. ollege immersed in the world
art You can see much of her carn work in the Echo.
i nbb ell has always been sketch, Uoth her parents have cxperi.ried with different forms of art
J have always been very encournii in her art career. Today they
1 actively critique her work , still
'aing lots of support. "If they
nk it 's bad they will tell me that
B." Gribbell said laughing.
irmg high school she desi gned tiits and posters for various ther performances. Early in her
« at the College she designed
ins for CCAK and then was
kited to do cartoons and illusMuns for the Echo, which she
ill) enjoys.
dribbcll spends much of her time
K at the College exploring diftcr' jreas of art. She is finishing up
¦
art history major this year and
i laken painting classes and printiking classes during her time
re She studied abroad last year in
lia, where she was able to try
rowe painting. Tanjore painting is
important form of classical paint| in southern India. The art is
ide of up multiple steps and
lolves gold leaf and scmi-prelus stones. As the semester starts,
ibhell will be busying herself
tb painting and continuing to
rtch for the Echo. Due to a busy
vdule , most of her painting is
nlined to the classroom, which
1i always a good thing, as it takes
•tv a lot of the free aspect of art
en it is assigned. She also feels
J ii gets awkward when the pro'
ssor always sees what you are
rag, or looking over your notes
onetimes if you space out with
"illing you can miss something,"
c said.
1 >1 the appeal of art Gribbell said .

"It is kind of like solving a problem ,
and there is an element of instant
gratification." Anyone who knows
an artist, or is an artist himself can
appreciate her sentiment , as often
art can be a process of fi guring out
what the work wants to become
rather than shaping it. She describes
her style of art as exaggerated more
than adhering to a realistic portrayal
of everything she puts to paper. She
enjoys sketching and painting people more than other subjects , but
believes it is important to practice
other forms of art as well. When
asked about her preference for
drawing people Gribbell explained,
"I am better at it , it 's easier to do
something recognizable. "
When coloring her work , she
usually works with warm "citrus "
colors as opposed to other color
groups. "Orange is my favorite
color ," Gribbell said , "so I tend
to
gravitate
toward
that. "
Currently she docs not see a particular message or theme coming
out of her work. "It 's still very
academic ," she explained. "My
art hasn 't had a chance to take its
own direction yet."
Gribbell worked this summer at
an art gallery and at the Isabella
Stewart Gardner Museum and hopes
to continue working in the art world
after completing her degree here at
the College. Her goals include taking classes in graphic art to expand
her knowled ge in that area and
hopefully also work in an art museum or art gallery.
If Gribbell hadn 't dedicated her
time here at the College to art , she
would have likel y picked Eng lish
or history for a major. She has been
able to take classes in both and
enjoyed each one. Aside from
painting Gnbbcll enjoys yoga and
skiing, and is play ing i-Play field
hockey this fall. She was a COOT
leader this fall, leading Moxie Bald
B, which was a thru-hike. She
came in her first year as a FebFrosh
(having spent all of her first semester in Dijon), so this was her first
experience with COOT. "It was so
much fun , my COOTers were the
best ," Gribbell said enthusiastically. When eating meals, Gribbell
can be seen putting Tabasco sauce
on nearly everything.
Gribbell is definitely a name to
remember when it comes to the
College art scene. It is likely there
will be many opportunities to see
her work throughout the year and
with any luck you will be seeing her
work or hearing her name in the art
world outside Colby. She is a strong
artist, with admirable passion for
her work and an apparent love for
Tabasco sauce.
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VMAs over with popular boy bands and pop princesses
By Meghan Moynihan, contributing writer

mean. 1 loved them, obviousl y, but that generIt 's possible that I am the only person on this
ally means something isn ' t that impressive. She
campus who tuned in to watch the MTV Video
seemed psyched to get the awards though , so
congrats to her.
Music Awards last Sunday night , a fact that I
I' m clearl y out of my league as far as the
am only a little ashamed to share with the genperformances go. Whatever happened to the
eral population of Colby College. The last time
I checked out the VMAs was probabl y back
good old days of synchronized dance moves
done by members of boy bands in matching
when I was in the 7th grade , and althoug h I
would like to believe that 1 have matured since
costumes? No such luck , unless you count the
always enjoyable Jonas Brothers , who seemed
then , my taste in music certainl y has not. Aside
out of p lace , as all of their fans are either midfrom a few select cli ps of the Jonas Brothers
(called the "JoBro" by those of us who are in
dle schoolers, or me Rihanna also took to the
the know), I found myself wishing that the
stage twice, sing ing "Disturbia/Seven Nation
Backstreet Boys would come out in all black
Army" for her first performance, followed by
"Live Your Life" with rapper T I While watchsinging "Larger Than Life" or that Britney
Spears and N'Sync would team up to end the
ing her ride in on a giant cone during her first
GETTYIMAGES COM
show (yes, I do still like music from middle Many performers hit the stage f o r the 2008 VMAs.
performance was kind of strange (and her costumes in both were not things that Tim Gunn of
school). Instead , 1 was just left a little confused.
In between all of host Russell Brand's jokes about George Bush and the Project Runway would ever approve of). I think we all know that at some
Jonas Brothers ' purity rings, 1 don 't even really remember any awards point this summer, everyone on this campus has had that song stuck in their
being given out. That's not to say that there weren 't any Moon Men award- heads, which makes it all worth it. Pink , Christina Aguilera , Paramore, Kid
ed to the artists in attendance (I just checked MTV.com and apparentl y 14 Rock , Leona Lewis, and Kanye West all also took to the stage.
I had to look up the big winners of the nig ht , which should tell you how
were given out , who knew?) but it is to say that somehow I mentally
checked out of watching the show after around award three—and for peo- memorable their speeches were. Aside from Britney Spears, other winners
ple who know me, me not wanting to watch TV is a surprising thing.
included Chris Brown , the Pussycat Dolls , Linkin Park , Lil Wayne and
Not that it was all bad. Anything having to do with crappy music is gen- Tokio Hotel.
I spent three hours lying to my roommates so that I could hijack the TV
erally pretty exciting for me. The best parts, of course , were the frequent
appearances by everyone's favorite reformed pop star, Britney Spears. and keep them from watching the Red Sox game ("I' m pretty sure the showWhile part of me was having flashbacks to Spears ' performance on last will end right after this commercial break and then you can change the
year 's VMAs, shown to me at least a hundred times on YouTube, I was glad channel..."), but aside from a few select moments, the most memorable
to see that other than a little speed talking, there was nothing disastrous thing about the VMAs is probably that I can 't remember much about them
about her time on stage. I did find her three awards for "Piece of Me" to be at all. Maybe I' m just still stuck back in the 7th grade, watching the VMAs
a little suspect, however. Now, 1 was abroad last semester, so while I' m not on the TV in my parents ' bedroom , but I think what the show could really
really up on my knowledge of popular music, I' m pretty sure that both the use would be a Backstreet Boys reunion performance—-and that is somesong and the video that went along with it were never really huge hits I thing that I would gladly tunc in for.

makes another great movie for night with friends
*go BySequel
Emily Hansen, contributing writer
S

The girls in denim are back. This summer saw the antici pated follow-up ed most to Carmen. First off, Ferrera nails this role. She is funny when she
to 2005 's hit film Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants. The sequel , fittingly needs to be, but gives an equally amazing dramatic performance. Carmen
titled Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants 2, just like its predecessor, is based grapp les with what I am sure most of you have experienced: the difficulty
on the young adult book series written by Ann Brashares. In this latest of returning home and realizing that things are not the same as how you last
installment of the Pants saga the girls reconnect after their first year of col- left them
lege. As we have come to expect from this series, these four young women
Tibby 's story line is the most entertaining to watch. Tamblyn, as always,
each go out on their own adventure, but remain connected to each other is spectacular. Her comedic timing is perfect, and you can reall y see her
through a pair of jeans, which, yes, still miraculously manages to fit all of character struggle with her first serious relationship Her story line nicely
them perfectly.
builds off the previous film's p lot , as Pants aficionados understand Tibby 's
In Pants 2 Tibby, played by Amber Tamblyn, is a film student living in difficulty getting intimate with someone given the fact that her close friend ,
New York City who embarks on her first serious relationship. Bridget , por- and in a weird way mentor, sadly dies in the first installment. Bridget 's
trayed by Blake Lively, goes on an archeological dig in Turkey for the sum- story line is probably the most moving; how ever, as a viewer I had a little
difficulty separating the supposedly more
mer, but ends up comp leting a much more
serious Bridget from Livel y 's fun and
meaningful journey when she ditches the
fancy-free Gossip Girl alter ego.
dig and visits her grandmother, who helps
Lena 's story line was where I had the
her better understand her mother 's suicide.
Lena, played by Alexis Bledel , is an art stumost qualms. Bledel is adorable and I really enjoyed Lena 's plot in the first Pants;
dent who falls for a gorgeous model. Her
however, this time around I felt as though
life, however, becomes a little more comwhen
her
first
love,
returns
her
character was struggling with the same
Kostos,
plicated
dilemma she had in the first film. She must
to declare his love for her. Lastly Carmen,
depicted by the comic America Ferrera ,
learn once again how to listen to her heart,
which, granted , is sometimes very difficult
spends her summer at an acting camp in
to do, but 1 was looking for them to do
Vermont and winds up getting more than
something more with her character.
she bargained for.
All in all I enjoyed this movie. The bond
This film is extremely enjoyable. I
between the four young actresses is
laughed at parts, such Tibby 's comic sexual mishap, and teared up in other instances.
extremely convincing and the film reminds
you that you can always rely on your true
As I watched the movie, I tried to figure out
friends to be there for you. I would defiwhich character I felt for the most. And
desp ite the typical "girl goes away for the
nitel y recommend making it a girls * night
HEELMOVIEHEWSCOM
and checking out this movie.
summer and unexpectedly 'finds herself Cast reunitesf or another strong tale of friendship and life.
(oh yeah and a man too)" plot line, I relat-

ju
"«7S Liam Finn 's album
D By Jack Lewis, contributing writer

s

electrifies alternative rock scene

Liam Finn is a pretty cool dude. Hailing from Australia (althoug h liv- these are. in my opinion , the only elements of Finn 's musicianship that
ing in New Zealand when he 's not touring abroad), he is the son of rock might not be attractive to a more "mainstream" audience. Truth be told, the
star Neil Finn. While he could fall under a number of different categories, album as a whole is very relaxed and well composed While he appears to
Liam Finn is best described as an alternative rock artist. He released his be quite rambunctious live in concert , the album is an easy listen. I would
debut album this past January, entitled /'// Be Lightning, and so far Finn be lying to you if 1 said it was anything other than wonderful.
has been just that—a bolt of lightning that has electrified the alternative
One outstanding track is the seventh song of the album . "Energy
rock scene in quite an interesting way.
Spent. " You're immediately hooked in by a catch y, sli ghtl y muted drum
Part of what makes Finn 's album so fun to listen to is that it is both very loop, which is soon followed by a clean cut. strummed guitar part What
consistent and entirely sporadic. This bi-polarity seems to define not onl y 1 find so interesting about this song is that it feels almost as if Finn is subthe album , but also Finn as an artist. The switch occurs between different tly trying to break out of his shell with mini drum riffs spread throughout
the song. And while these nffs. along
tracks on the album , and also within single
with periodic overlaid guitar parts , simsongs. For example, "Gather to the Chapel ,"
a consistently smooth song with mainly
ply beg the listener to break out of his
shell and go dancing through the halls,
acoustic guitar and mellow vocals is immediatel y followed on the album by "Lead
the song always goes back to the underBalloon ," which at one point breaks down
current of the orig inal drum loop,
pulling you back down , leaving you
into a chorus of yelled "yeah ycahs" accompanied by heavil y distorted guitar.
wanting more by the tune the tolling
Furthermore, should you watch a video of
church bells end the song.
"Lead Balloon " online , you will find that
Should you wish to see this one man
Finn goes from rolling on the ground play ing
band live in concert . Liam Finn will be
with his heavy distortion , right back to lightmaking his way to the alternative arts
ly strumming his guitar and singing delicatevenue "Space" in Portland on October
ly into the microphone. While it is not
8. Given his incredible energy and
entirely conventional , such a drastic shift
spontaneity on stage , this promises to
serves to exemplify the impressive range and
be an unbelievable show that you won 't
scope of Finn 's music and to hi ghli ght his
want to miss. And even if you can 't
make the trip, be sure to pick up / II Be
versatility as an artist.
Lig htning so that you too can experiAnd at this point in time, you may feel
UAMFINN tV
that this sort of distorted , unpredictable mad- Finn 's album shows his incredible energy and spontaneit\ ' ence the musical wonder that is Liam
ness does not sound very appealing. But
Finn

HEAVY BAGS

Colby 2-1 on the week, looks to Trinity Trundle on

WOMEN'S SOCCER

scored in the game 's 24th minute.
I oni Pisani " 11 also p layed a half
in net for the Mules, and she combined with Freierman for four
saves. Colby had a toug h time
!
gi breaking throug h the defense of
I Tufts , only taking two shots and
forcing the goalkeepers to make
On Tuesday. Sept. 16 the Mules
improved their non-conference
record to 3-0 when Kayla KawalI

I t 'xi Bohonnon 'JO dominatedheropponent during Mules 'victoryover the University of New England on Tuesday

Mules handle
UMFand UNE ,
f all to Jumbos
By DOLG SIBOR
STA^ WRITER

Fven thoug h the haze and humidity of summer has begun to give way
to the ensp autumn air characteristic
of New England, the action on the
soccer fidd> of Colby is msl beginning to heai up \fler two hardfoug ht contests, the Colb y women ' s
soccer team finished the past week

with a record of 1-1 . defeating the
I niversity of Maine FarmingUm on
Wednesday. Sept It ) before tailing to
Tufts L niversity this past Saturday.
Sept \y
After easily handling the Manners
of Maine Maritime Academy, the
women had a short week to prepare
tor hanmngton In spue of the quick
turnaround , the Mules easil y dispatched the competition with a resounding ?-0 win.
\ i k k i Pickering ' 12 came off the
bench and provided all the offense
for Colb y, ba gging her first three
career goals for her first career hat
trick Her first strike came in the
33rd minute off of a nifty feed from

Meg Edwards '10. The goal was
one of an astounding 28 shots the
Mules took , compared to onl y nine
for Karniington. Pickering 's next
two goals were both unassisted ,
coming ill the 74th and 90th minutes to put the game out of reach
Co-captain Rachel "E ggie " Frcicrman '09 earned her second shutout
of the season in goal , makin g five
saves en route to victory
The following Saturday, the
women fell to Tufts 1 -0 on a brutally
humid day in Medford The defense
was its typical stingy self, allowing
just its first goal of the entire season.
I reierman 's shutout streak of over
200 minutes ended when Tufts

Alcoholics Anonymous
Tuesdays 12 to 1 p.m.
Philson Lounge

Nikki Pickering
'12 came off
the bench and
provided all
the offense for
Colby, bagging
her first three
career goals for
her first career
hat trick.
ick "II notched her first collegiate
goal in overtime play against the
University of New England The
game ended in a 1-0 score , and
Colby is now 3-1 on the season.
Colb y will resume New England Small College Athletic Conference play on Saturday when it
travels to Trinity College to take
on the lady Bantams, w h o arc 3-0
on the season after a 5-0 win over
Manhattan ville College on Sept.
10. Last season , Colb y and Trinity played to a scoreless tie in Waterville at the end of September.
Now , in 2008, thte Mules look torn a sense-finish the job.
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We all have our vices: boozing,
chocolate, smoking, US Weekly,
speeding, office supplies-whatever.
My crippling addiction is trundling.
WTF is trundling? It 's simple
Trundling is accomplished when you
roll a big-ass rock down a big-ass hill
and watch what happens, usually
sporting a shit-eating grin. Why? I
wish I could tell you. Instead. I ask
why do we funnel beers, puff cancer
sticks, or give a living shit about
Nicole Richie?
Like most addictions , my relationship with trundling began at a young
age. Ei ght days past my 15th birthday.
I found myself hiking up an exposed
ndge in Montana 's remote Lee Metcalf Wilderness. The summit of Mt.
(named
11 ,820
lacklusterl y after
the peak's elevation) lay just ahead.
According to my
oversized Casio, it
was hardly 10 a.m.
Joe (3 months my
senior), his 21-yearold brother Rob,
and I needed something to pass the
time. Check this
out, said Rob.
The instant that
the
milk-crate
sized chunck of
shale left Rob's hands , my life was
transformed. The angular block was
not airborne for long. As it crashed
into the jumbled alpine slope, it
bounced from one boulder to the
next , gaining speed. The impacts
beveled off the irregularities of the
trundled rock. It soon shot downhill
like a cannonball. As Rob's projectile approached terminal velocity, it
took one last cartwheeling bounce.

crescendo 'ed in the sky. and then
dropped , shattering against a massiv u
boulder. I think I squealed like a pig
tailed girl at a Hanson concert.
The ensuing binge of trundling
never stopped for me—it has onh
been interrupted. Slowly, however, the
destructive aspects of my compulsorv
trundling arc dawning on me. Las!
March , for instance, I found myself in
western Colorado frequenting a newl y
discovered cliff near Aspen. Ostensibly, I visited "The Frying Pan" to rock
climb (and hopefully score a few first
ascents), but my greatest indul gence
came from throwing rocks to the
ground and hearing them smash.
I was alone at the Frying Pan when I
realized I had a trundling problem. It was
a cold. Wednesday night. Red dust from
tons of dislodged sandstone was plastered to my face and gummed up in mv
mouth and eyes. While hanging thereon
a ratty climbing rope, one-hundred and
one feet above the base of the cliff, I
glimpsedat my new oversized Casio. It
told me the hour was past 8 p.m.
Bam! Right there, I realizedI hadn't
eaten since my lunch break. I didn 't notice that my hands
were blistered and
raw from ripping
coffee-table sized
slabs from the vertical cliff face. And
for the first time 1
stopped and listened
to the hysterical,
guttural sounds that
emanated from my
slightly appeased
addiction. Whoa,
dude.
1 rappclled onehundred and one
feet to the ground ,
put on a jacket and a headlamp and
hiked to my car, eating a Hcrshcy s
bar in the waning light. While speeding down the highway with the wheel
in one hand and a beer and a smoldering cigarette in the other, I watched
the last tendrils of pink sunli ght slip
behind the snow-capped Rockies
And that made me wonder what type
of sunglasses Nicole Richie was last
seen wearing.

The instant that
milk-crate sized
chunck shale left
Rob's hand , my
life was transformed... I
squealed like a
pigtailed girl at a
Hanson concert.
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Field hockey fights, falls to Tufts
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

The Colby field hockey team had
its first conference game against Tufts
I Diversity tins weekend in Medford.
Massachusetts. Althoug h the team
p layed a hard-fought during the first
half, eventually the 14th-rankcd Jumbos wore down the Mules , winning
(n a final score of 5-0.
The outstanding play of Colby
goalkeeper Liz Fontaine ' I I kept

the score 0-0 until just two seconds
before halftime when Tufts player
Brittany Holiday scored on a
penalty stroke. Fontaine came back
looking to keep the game close
during the second half but was
thwarted when Tufts sophomore
Tamara Brown scored three times
in a span of 3:54 to put the game
firmly out of the Mules ' grasp. On
offense the Mules managed just
seven shots while Tufts kept
Fontaine busy with 24 of its own.

ForwardAmy Campbell '10 was the Mules 'leading scorer last fall.

Fven with the loss. Head Coach
Amy Bematchez looks forward to a
having a competitive year in both
New England Small College Athletic
Conference games and non-conference matches. She is especially happy
with the depth of the team roster.
"This is the most talented team I have
worked with and I
know they are capable of great
things," she said.
"Athlete for athlete we stack up
well against all our
NESCAC
opponents. We have
every position covered." Bematchez
cites the team 's
ability to keep possession of the ball
Amy
for long periods of
time as its greatest
strength. As for personnel, the team includes four senior
captains,
Mollic
Kimmel , Chelsea Rosenheimer,
Frazer Humes and Mary Clare
Snediker.
Snedikcr, who is not currently active as she recovers from ACL surgery, is working very hard to make a
comeback at some point in October.
Although Snediker 's presence is certainly missed on the field , her sideline
role as unofficial assistant coach has
been a great help to the team.
With Snediker out, Kimmel, Rosenheimer and Humes have been forced

to step up and provide the on-the-field
leadership, a role that they have proved
quite adept at so far this year.
Other p layers that Bematchez is
expecting contributions from the
field include Meghan "Juice" Saccone ' 10 at sweeper, who is described
by her coach as "solid as a rock".
Meryl Poultn ' I!
and
Heather
Quadir '11 . on the
forward line as
center forward and
cherry picker , respectively,
and
Amy Campbell 10
who is the "go-to
girl in the circle
and has an incredible nose for goal."
The season goal
for the Mules this
Bematchez year is to make it
Head Coach
into the NESCAC
tournament ,
which will prove
to be quite a challenge as four
teams from the New England Small
College Athletic Conference division made it into the NCAA Division III tournament last season.
"For now we are taking it one
game at a time and looking forward
to doing what we can against all of
our opponents ," Bematchez said.
Next week , on Sept. 17 , the Mules
host Thomas College and look to
improve on the offensive side of the
ball while keeping up their tenacity
on defense.

This is the
most talented
team I have
worked with
and I know they
are capable of
great things.

Invitational
Seasonlookingup lortennisalterBowdoin
From TENNIS, Page 16

carry the tennis team far this year.
In other matches at the Bowdoin
Inv national , Scott Zeller '09 and Robhie Yee ' 12 won in flight C. Yce went
•I overall in singles matches play in
i promising opening weekend for the
first-year player. Brown and Chin lost
i close match, 9-8(2) in doubles to a
. im from Bowdoin.
\ .ooking ahead, the tennis team will
travel to the Middlebury College Invintional this upcoming weekend to
play matches on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. The men 's team will look for
continuous improvement as the season
continues. The growing confidence of
the first-years , who had encouraging
results at Bowdoin, along with the
steadyinginfluence of veterans such
is Brown, Chin and Zeller, will certainty help the tennis team all year.
According to Wang, the most important thing for the team to take from

the Bowdoin Invitational is confidence.
"Confidence is such an important variable in tennis. Wc work hard at increasing our confidence when we step
on the court " This should continue to
improve at Middlebury.
The women 's team did not have a
match over the past weekend and will
have their first match this weekend at
Wheaton College in Norton , Massachusetts. As Captain Nicole Veilleux
'09 said , "Last year was tough , and
the team is still pretty young. " This
year, with all of the top players returning and a year older, the women 's
team will look for a strong start
against Wheaton and some wins.
"Wheaton is a good team and our first
match , but wc arc ready to give it our
all ," Veilleux said. This attitude will
serve the women 's team this year as a
young team working hard to improve.
Indeed, as the onl y senior on the
women 's team, Veilleux will bnng her
experience to help the Mules not only
this weekend but for the season to
come.

1 DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

Josh Lyvers '12
SPORT:
Men's soccer
4^
HOMETOWN:
—9
Harvard, MA
Goals on season POSITION: Forward
leads team
KEY STATS: Scored
the winning goal in overtime to lead Colby over
1
Tufts on Saturday, 2-1.
WHY: After playing two halves and a full overtime
in the heat of Medford, MA on Sept. 13, Lyvers conjured up his money stroke in the second overtime
with a captain-dubbed "cannon" that found the
back of the net to beat the Jumbos. Lyvers was
honored with the NESCAC Player of the Week title.
NESCAC ROUND-UP

Aaron Block '10 and Scott Teller '09 practice skills in the fteldhouse.

In men's soccer, longtime Connecticut College head coach Bill Lessig announced that he is retiring at the conclusion of the 2008 season. In his 37 years at
the head of the Camels' men 's soccer program, Lessig has complied a 264-227-39
record (good for a .534 winning percentage)and his 264 wins rank fourth among active NCAA Division III coaches in New England, 25th among active D-Ill coaches
and 33rd on the NCAA all-time list. In his tenure in New London, Lessig also
coached the women's basketball team (1982-1993), the men 's and women's golf
teams (1974-1977) and the women's soccer team for one year (1972)... Amherst
junior Meg Murphy had a big weekend in women 's soccer for the Lord Jeffs. Playing at Middlebury on Saturday, Murphy scored two goals (including one that broke
a 1-1 tie and proved to be the game winner) and had an assist in the 4-1 win over the
Panthers. The Jeffs host Bates at noon this coming Saturday.. In field hockey, the
perennial powerhouse Bowdoin Polar Bears squeaked out a win over a resilient
Wesleyan squad in Middletown, the final score 1-0. Senior forward Lindsay McNamara scored the winning goal with 13 seconds left. Still , though the final score
wastight, Bowdoin outshot the Cardinals 36-0 and held a 25-0 advantage in penalty
comers. The Polar Bears, who were an overall20-0 last year, move to 4-0 on the season. . .In men's cross-country.Batesjunior Devm Dilts was named Performer of the
Week for his fourth overall finish at the Tufts invitational on Saturday. Dilts ran the
race—the first 8-k of his career—in 27:20...Cm the women 's side, first-year Emily
Potter of Hamilton won PotW honors for her third-overall performanceat die Brockport State Invitational last Saturday. Porter, who hails from Austin, Texas, covered
the 5-kilometcr course in 20:04. and Hamilton was the top NESCAC finisher
—Nick Cunkelman . Sports Editor

GOLF

Team struggles in Bowdoin Invite

Mules f inish 14th in their f irst
tourney of the season last weekend

By CHRIS GORUD
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend on Sept. 13 and 14 ,
the Colby golf team headed south to
Brunswick to participate in the Bow doin Invitational at Bowdoin College. This was the team 's first action
of the season—earlier tournaments
were postponed or
cancelled due to
weather concerns.
Cmthe links. Sam
Rouleau ' 10 led the
Mules after the first
day of play with an
84
on
the
Brunswick
Golf
Club par-72 layout.
In the final round on
Sunday, play began
in a steady rain and
conditions remained
tough throughout
the day. Captain
John Wagner '09
was involved in a
particularly bizarre
incident when, upon
John
striking his tee shot
on a short par-3
hole , the
club
slipped from his
hands and landed in the middle of an
adjacent pond. He managed to make an
improbable par on the hole on his way
to a second straight 91.
This year, the team dealt with
large personnel losses and the players are beginning to grow into their
roles. Team newcomers Charlie Diamond '12 (90-96-186) and Peter
Zink ' 11 (95-105-200) saw their first
collegiate action in the tournament

and will look to improve as the season progresses. Hans Noering (8882-170) led the way for Colby and
finished 25 strokes off the pace of
medalist Lee Bloom from Brandcis
University. Rouleau finished with
172 after an 88 on Sunday.
On the team-play side. Husson College eased to a 15-stroke victory over
St. Anselm College in the 14 team
field. The Mules
finished a disappointing 14th by a
single stroke with a
total of 710 over
two days. Still,
Wagner took the
disappointing results in stride. "It
definitely was not
the start we were
looking for, but
with only three
golfers returning
from last season and
the stormy conditions, our first tournament was going
to be an uphill battle," he said.
Wagner '09
The team now
Captain
looks ahead to a
difficult
stretch
with three rounds
over the weekend, including the state
tournament on Friday and Saturday
and the Colby Classic held at Waterville Country Club on Sunday. But
the Mules are confident that things
are looking up. "We worked the
kinks out just in time for our toug hest week of the season," said Wagner.
And certainl y, the team is looking for
the golf gods to shine upon it as it
tries to get the season back on track

It definitely was
not the start we
were looking for,
but with only
three golfers returning and
stormy conditions , our first
tournament was
going to be an
uphill battle.

1

COURTESY OF JOHN VMGCR

uptain John Wagner '09 shot 19 over par at the Bowdoin Invitational

STANDINGS

Field hockey
drops match to
Jumbo squad
PAGE 15
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MEN'S SOCCER

Mules top Tufts in thriller

First-year's goal in
second overtime
sinks Jumbos
By JON R1ESENBACH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In its conference opener, the Colby
men 's soccer team finally overcame
Tufts University. In its first victory
against the Jumbos in over six years,
Colby (2-0. 1-0 NESCAC) fought
through two overtimes, ultimately
clinching the game with a shot from
Josh "The Junk yard Dog" Lyvers ' 12
with only four seconds left in play.
"This was a huge win for our team
and for our program, "co-captain
Tom Milaschewski '09 said. "During the past few years , we had never
been able to get over the hump and
beat Tufts m the first game."
The first half went by without a
goal , but the Mules out-shot the
Jumbos 8-2 in the half In the second half , the match stayed scoreless until Scott Brown '10 cut to
the middle and drilled one into the

side netting fiOiS about 18 yards
out in the 52nd minute , g iving
Colb y the 1-0 lead. Lyvers, who
also scored the game winner, as-

[Lyvers'] goal
was an absolute
cannon , one of
the most clutch
goals I've seen
during my four
years here.
Tom Milaschewski '09
Captain

sisted on the goal The game remained a stalemate until Ron
Coleman of Tufts netted the equalizer in the 82nd on a cross from
sophomore Alex Lach to send the
match into overtime.
During both overtime periods .

Colby survived an onslaught of Tufts
shots , one going off the post in each
overtime period It remained 1-1 until
Lyvers scored the game winner , his
second goal of the season.
Colby 's junior goal keeper Doug
Sibor had a solid match for the
Mules, getting three saves on 11 Tufts
shots, including a few in overtime to
help secure the win.
"Today's win certainly did not
come easy, as people were forced to
dig down deep to find energy at the
end of the game ," Milaschewski
said. "[Lyvers '] goal was an absolute cannon, one of the most
clutch goals I' ve seen during my
four years here. "
The Mules move to 2-0 on the
season, now looking to add another
non-conference win (after the opener
against Maine Maritime Academy)
against the Braves of Husson College (1 -4, 1 -1 home) at the North Atlantic Conference on Tuesday, Sept.
16 After that , the Mules will travel
to Hartford for their second conference game of the year against Trinity
College on Saturday, Sept. 20, hoping to keep the upper hand on
NESCAC opponents.
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VOLLEYBALL

Colby splits CBB tourney
SPORTS EDITOR
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TENNIS

Riding high after opener
FitterMulesand
newbies contribute
tosuccess
atBowdoin
By PETER KILKELLY
STAFF WRITER

A promising weekend at the Bowdoin Invitational for the Colby men 's

tennis team has Head Coach Doanh
Wang and players confident about the
upcoming season. Indeed , with strong
play from a couple of the seniors on
the team and a few first-years , the
Mules got off on the right foot. Captain Bryan Brown '09 went 2-1 in his
matches over the two days, while
Alex Chin '09 lost in a close match 75, 6-1 against last year 's defending
national semifinalist in Division III
tennis. For the newcomers to the

Mules , intent on helping out the
squad , both Tommy Kimball '12 and
Phillip Zunshine '12 made it to the
semifinals of fli ght B play. Coach

Confidence is
such an important variable in
tennis. We work
hard at increasing our confidence when we
step on the court.
Doanh Wang

Head Coach
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The men 'v team won several matehe.t al the Bowdoin Invitational.

Doanh Wang was pleased with the results , especiall y considering the
team 's fitness-focused approach (as
opposed to match play) to start the
season. "Overall , it was a good weekend for us, in terms of getting in
match play," Wang said. "We have
been focusing a lot on our fitness and
conditioning during our first weekand-a-half of practice and not a whole
lot on match play."
Wang has been stressing the importance of conditioning and fitness , since
these are two variables that a tennis
team has absolute control over The desire to never be outworked should
See TENNIS, Page 15
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Cycling Spotlight

By MOLLY B1DDISCOMBE

Logan King '09 is poised to pass the ball in Saturday s 2-1 double overtime victory over Tufts University.

Women's soccer
falls by one point
in league game

The volleyball team improved its
record to 4-2 this season by splitting
the weekend against Maine rivals at
the Colby-Bowdoin-Bates Tournament hosted in Brunswick by Bowdoin College. The Mules opened up
the tournament by snagging a 3-0
win from the Bates College Bobcats
on Sept. 13 , but fell to the Bowdoin
Polar Bears 3-1.
The Mules ' seniors led the way to
the victory over the Bobcats; Meredith Lawler '09, the squad's go-to hitter, made 12 kills, while setter Jenny
Lawrence '09 finished with 27 kills.
Lawrence also anchored the Mules '
defense for the day and made 12 defensive digs. First-year players Claire
Burchill and Andrea Rosengarten ,
who Head Coach Candice Parent described as "extremely competitive
and athletic " also contributed defensively to the win. Burchill added 12
digs, and Rosengarten had seven di gs
as well as six kills.
Larissa Levine , who recently
moved positions to play right-side ,
adjusted well by adding five blocks
against the Bobcats. "I was p leased
with how aggressive Levine was,"
Parent said. The Mules ' dominating
defensive play against Bates allowed
them to clinch all three games by the
scores of 25-23, 25-18, 25-19.
In the next match against Bowdoin , the Mules ' play wavered at moments, which ultimately cost them
the match. Although their defense remained strong, Parent believes that
the Mules gave up too many easy
points to Bowdoin , especially on
serve receive. Colb y suffered some
inconsistencies on offense, particularly with passing. Passing was fairly
strong for the majority of the match
but "when [it] broke down, it was really ugly," Parent said.
Despite some weaknesses on offense, Colby came back from two
losses to win the third game of the series. The Polar Bears struck back and
cleaned up the match winning 3-1 by
the scores of 25-18, 28-26, 25-23, 2515. The host team then went on to
win its tournament by dominating all
matches against the Bobcats.
Lawler 's offensive skills were
tested by the Polar Bear 's defensive
play, yet she managed to pick up
some offense from the backrow and
contributed 14 kills. Lawrence added
26 assists and 16 digs to the Mules '
efforts. Burchill had 15 digs and six
kills , while Claire contributed nine
di gs. Senior Carlie Minichino , who is
described as "both a vocal leader and
a spark plug both serving and playing

defense," by Parent , provided nine
digs for her squad against Bowdoin.
Even with splitting the matches in
the CBB Tournamnet at Bowdoin ,
the prospects for the future of the vol-

I would like to
see us improve
in both our
consistency
with passing
[and also] play
a little smarter.
Candice Parent
Head Coach

leyball season look bright. The team
is small in size, but the squad boasts
athletes of high intensity and competitive nature. The Mules ' ability to
p lay defense will certainly frustrate
the competition this season , yet some

offensive improvement will be vital
to their success. In the Bowdoin
match Colby had difficulties on the
offensive side when it did not pa"
well enough to run a true offense
"We really struggled when we were
out-of-system and so I would like H
see us improve in both our conste
tency with passing [and also] pla> a
little smarter when we are out-ot
system. I did not think that we picked
Bowdoin 's defense apart as much a^
we could have," Parent explained
The Mules now look onward to
their next New England Small College Athletic Conference opponcr:
Amherst College, who they will
play at Bates this weekend at 9 p m
With the experience of the CBB
Weekend behind them, the Mulei
can surely expect a hard foug hi
match against the Lord Jeffs
Amherst is 6-1 on the season and
has already defeated NESCAC rival
Middlebury College, and is coming
off a split in their most recent
matches, beating Eastern Connecticut State University but losing to
Wellesley College.

HUM * I

Heather Anidson '11 defends the Mules by jumping to block the ball
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